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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation presents the results of studies of several rota-

tionally-resolved resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) 

processes in some simple molecular systems. The objective of these stud

ies is to quantitatively identify the underlying dynamics of this highly 

state-specific process which utilizes the narrow bandwidth radiation of 

a laser to ionize a molecule by first preparing an excited state via 

multiphoton absorption and subsequently ionizing that state before it 

can decay. Coupled with high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy, 

REMPI is clearly an important probe of molecular excited states and 

their photoioniza tion dynamics. 

A key feature of our studies is that they are carried out using ac

curate Hartree-Fock orbitals to describe the photoelectron orbitals of 

the molecular ions. The use of such photoelectron orbitals is important 

in rotationally-resolved studies 

the photoelectron orbital 

where 

plays 

the 

a 

angular momentum coupling in 

significant role in the 

photoionization dynamics. In these studies the Hartree-Fock molecular 

molecular photoelectron orbitals are obtained by numerical solution of a 

Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation. 

Studies reported here include investigations of (i) ionic rotational 

branching ratios and their energy dependence for REMPI via the A 2 L +(3sa) 

and D 2 L+(3pa) states of NO, (ii) the influence of angular momentum con

straints on branching ratios at low photoelectron energies for REMPI via 

low-J levels of the resonant intermediate state, (iii) the strong de-
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pendence of photoelectron angular distributions on final ionic rotation

al state and on the alignment in REMPI of the A 2 :r+ state of NO, (iv) 

vi bra tiona 1 state dependence of ionic rotational branching ratios 

arising from rapid orbital evolution in resonant states (E' 2 :r+(3pa) of 

CH), (v) the influence of rovibronic interactions on the rotational 

branching ratios seen in REMPI via the 0 2 :r+(3pa) state of NO, and (vi) 

effects of laser intensity on the photoionization dynamics of REMPI. 
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INTRODUCTION and OVERVIEW 

The technique of resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) 

combined with high resolution photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) has de

veloped dramatically in the last decade. 1
-
3 REMPI is a highly state-se

lective process, 1n contrast to photoionization with conventional light 

sources, e.g., synchrotron radiation, where single-photon absorption 

ionizes a thermal distribution of molecules. In REMPI the narrow band

width of the laser allows the m-photon resonant excitation from a spe-

cific rovibrational level of the ground state to a specific 

rovibrational level of the intermediate state, followed by a n-photon 

ionization out of this state prior to decay. The REMPI process is there

fore molecule-specific and state-selective with a resolution determined 

by the laser systems employed (typically ;Slcm-1 ) . 

The selectivity of the REMPI process, combined with its high sensi

tivity, has made REMPI an important technique used for the state-selec

tive production of ions, the determination of state populations, and as 

a diagnostic for detecting and identifying short-lived radicals and re

active intermediates. 1 --' The selection rules for REMPI processes also 

makes REMPI important for excited-state spectroscopy since it is possi

ble to populate states that are forbidden in single-photon spectroscopy, 

e.g., the (2+1) REMPI excitation via the C3 ng state of 0 2 •
6 Most REMPI 

studies have emphasized spectroscopic aspects of molecular structure, in 

particular the determination of excitation energies of excited states 

and their rotational and vibrational constants. In REMPI studies which 

combine high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy (REMPI-PES) consider-
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able interest has focussed on the vibrational state distributions of the 

ions formed, and how these relate to differences between excited state 

and ion potential energy surfaces. 2 The REMPI-PES technique also makes 

it possible to resolve the rotational levels of the resulting ion. Re-

cently, several experiments6 -l 2 have achieved rotational resolution in 

the photoelectron spectra, and have yielded significant insight into the 

photoionization dynamics of the REMPI process. 

In this thesis we study the underlying dynamics of rotationally-re

solved REMPI processes in diatomic molecules. We show that rota

tionally-resolved REMPI, combined with studies of photoelectron angular 

state's proper-distributions, is a sensitive probe of the intermediate 

ties and alignment. We also demonstrate that the REMPI 

possible via selective excitation of the intermediate 

process makes it 

state to probe 

dependence of the features of the electronic continuum, e.g., the energy 

photoionization process. To illustrate the theoretical framework used in 

these rotationally-resolved REMPI studies, we will discuss the particu

lar example of (2+1) REMPI via the D2 L+(3pa) state of NO. This work is 

discussed in chapters one and two. These studies were motivated by the 

pioneering work of Reilly et al., 9 where conventional TOF-PES techniques 

were used to measure photoelectron branching ratios both parallel and 

perpendicular to the laser polarization direction, for (2+ 1) REMPI via 

the D 2 L+(3pa) state of NO. 

We begin by describing a "typical" REMPI experiment, in order to ap

preciate the complexity and difficulty of these experiments. In Fig. 

(p. 25) we show a one-laser REMPI setup. The laser often employed for 
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REMPI experiments is a pulsed Nd:Y AG laser pumping a dye laser system. 

These often operate in a multi-mode state with a incompletely defined 

spatial and temporal profile. The repetition rate is -5-100 Hz with a -5 

ns pulse duration and an average fluence for the focused ionizing laser 

of 105 -10 9 W/ cm2
. As depicted m Fig. I, the laser beam can be split, 

frequency doubled, Raman shifted etc., so as to obtain the appropriate 

wavelength for ionization. The light polarization is rotated to obtain 

photoelectron angular distribution measurements since the time-of-flight 

(TOF) photoelectron detector direction is fixed. 3 The laser-molecule in-

teraction region is 

which is typically 

radicals a standard 

kept at a pressure for 

about ~10-5 Torr. 12 For 

molecular beam arrangement 

"collision-free" conditions, 

most stable or long-lived 

is used. Short-lived rad-

icals may be created in situ by laser photodissociation, as in the case 

of CH. 13 The expansion in the molecular beam is very effective at rota

tionally cooling the molecules, typically resulting in a Boltzman dis-

tribution with a rotational temperature T t-5 K. ro 

The emitted photoelectrons are usually detected with a 

tion photoelectron spectrometer. Ionic rota tionall y-resol ved 

high resolu

REMPI-PES 

spectra have been obtained only for H
2 

and NO because few conventional 

time-of-flight (TOF) detection experiments can achieve the required res-

olution. 6 - 12 There are three general types of photoelectron energy ana

lyzers: (i) The conventional TOF method with a spatial resolution of -6 ° 
and an optimal resolution of -3meV (lmeV::::Scm-1

) .
8

•
9 With a typical value 

for the rotational constant, B+=2cm-1 ::::0.25meV (for N0+),14 the lowest N+ 

value that can be fully resolved for this method is N+ -10. (ii) The mag

netic bottle technique, which uses an inhomogeneous magnetic field to 
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collect photoelectrons in a 2 Tr hemisphere. This method has an energ y 

resolution of about 20meV. 2 (iii) Zero-kinetic-energy photoelectron 

spectroscopy (ZEKE-PES), which makes use of the fact that photoelec-

trans with low kinetic energy do not move out of the interaction re-

gion.11 The photoelectrons are extracted and detected with a delay suf-

ficiently large to allow "all" non-zero energy electrons to diffuse out 

of the interaction region. No angular resolution is obtained with this 

method but the energy resolution is laser limited (~ lcm"1 ). 

(2+1) REMPI via the D 2 l:+(3po) state of NO 

Nitric oxide is an ideal system for molecular REMPI. It has a low 

ionization potential (I.P. 9.26 eV)14 and only a few UV-photons are 

needed (2-3) to exceed the I.P. The rotational constant of the ion 

(B + =2cm·1
) is sufficiently large to partially resolve its rotational 

levels for values of N+-10. In Fig. 2 we list the spectroscopic 

constants for some of the excited states of NO, and also show their po

tential energy curves. 14 The excited state spectrum of NO has been ex

tensively studied.15 "17 The ground state of NO (X2 II) has the electronic 

configuration Ia2 2a2 3a2 4a2 5a2 Ix4 2x.14 Excitation of the 2Tr electron re-

suits in a Rydberg state with an electron configuration 

(I a 2 2a2 3a2 4a2 5a2 1 Tr4 )n..e
0

, where n and ..e 0 indicate the principal and angu

lar momentum quantum numbers for the Rydberg orbital. The configuration 

of the ground state of No+ (X1 l:+) is Ia2 2a2 3a2 4a 2 5a2 Irr4
, so that the 

Rydberg state consist of the ion core plus an excited electron. The 

Rydberg states therefore have rotational constants and equilibrium bond 
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distances similar to that of the ion. 16 The near identity of the Rydberg 

and ionic state potential strongly influences the vibrational and rota

tional propensity rules expected for REMPI via these Rydberg states. 

The first excited state of NO with overall ~+ symmetry is the 

A2 ~+(3so) state (Te-44,000 cm-1), i.e., with n=3 and .e
0

=0.14 It has been 

the subject of numerous REMPI studies,8 •
9

•11 •12 most of which are of the 

(1+1) or (1+1 ') excitation scheme, where the prime indicates a different 

wavelength for the ionizing photon. These experiments have elucidated a 

number of important aspects of REMPI, which will be discussed further in 

chapters 2-5. 

The second member of the ~+ Rydberg series is the 0 2 ~+(3po) state, 

with Te =53085 cm-1 and I.P.(v=0)=2.66 eV. This state is the focus of the 

present discussion. Reilly et a/.9 measured the rotationally-resolved 

(2+1) one-color REMPI spectrum via the 0-0 band for the S21 (11.5) and 

the mixed S 11 + R 21 ( 15.5) branches of the 0 2 ~+ state. The photoelectrons 

have a kinetic energy of about 650 meV, and their intensity was measured 

parallel and perpendicular to the direction of the laser polarization. 

In Fig. 3 we show the possible rotational branches for one-photon 

excitation of NO. The spin of the unpaired electron can couple with or 

against the total electronic angular momentum in the ground state (A= 1 ), 

forming a 2 rr112 and a 2rr312 manifold designated F 1 and F 2, respective

ly.16-17 Similarly for the Rydberg state the unpaired electron can cou

ple with or against the angular momentum Ni of the molecular frame. 

This is indicated by a further subscript or 2. The rotational branches 

are designated with l!.J and two subscripts, where the first subscript in-
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dica tes the coupling of the spin in the upper state and the second the 

coupling in the ground state. These coupling schemes result from apply-

ing Hund 's case (b) to the upper Rydberg state and the intermediate 

coupling (between Hund 's case (a) and (b)) to the ground state. 16 The 

S21 (11.5) rotational line therefore implies J
0

=1l.5, N0 = 11, and Ji = 13.5, 

Ni=\4. This branch has .t.N=3 for a 2-photon excitation and would be for-

bidden in the absence of spin coupling. It is hence a weak transition, 

but it is rotationally clean meaning that only one rotational branch is 

accessed. Mixed branches occur because states with Ji =Ni ± 1/ 2 cannot be 

resolved experimentally, since this splitting is less than the laser 

bandwidth The two intermediate rotational levels are 

incoherently excited and are treated as independent photoionization 

channels. 

In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the measured photoelectron spectra for the 

S21 (11.5) and S
11 

+R
21 

(15.5) branches, respectively. 9 The odd-.t.N (.t.N=N -+ 

N) signals are seen to be dominant but with a substantial .t.N=O signal 

for parallel detection. In an atomic-like picture of photoionization the 

photoelectron continuum should be dominated by the 

where .2
0 

is the angular momentum of the Rydberg electron and .2 is a par-

tial-wa ve component of the photoelectron orbital. It can further be 

shown that a strict .t.N+.2=odd selection rule applies for a l:~l: transition 

in the photoionization step. 18 Extensive ab initio studies of the 3pa 

orbital of the D2 l:+(3pa) state by Viswanathan et a/. 9 found it to be 

more than 99% p-wave character (.2
0

=1). Based on an atomic picture we 

therefore expect photoionization into the even partial waves of the con-

tinuum ( .2=0,2) and hence should observe .t.N=odd peaks in the spectra. The 
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t.N=odd signals are indeed seen to be dominant in the experimental spec-

tra. The strong t.N=O signal in the parallel direction, however, cannot 

be explained by this atomic picture. This would require odd ( ..1! =1,3 .. ) 

partial waves in the photoelectron orbital, i.e., a 3p~kp transition. In 

order to account for the presence of the t.N=O peak we will show that it 

is necessary to consider the non-isotropic character of the molecular 

molecular potential in the description of the photoionization dynamics 

into account. 

The calculation of the photoionization step in REMPI requires the 

evaluation of the transition moment between the Rydberg state and the 

final state. In the frozen-core approximation, where the ionic core or-

bitals are constrained to be identical to the the orbitals of the 

Rydberg state, this devolves to a calculation of the transition matrix 

element r fi between the Rydberg orbital and the photoelectron continuum 

orbital 'll'k(f). In our work the continuum orbital is the solution to the 

one-electron Schrodinger equation 

[ - l v2 + v < r) - k2 J 'll:i n 
2 N-1 2 k 0' ( l) 

where is the photoelectron kinetic energy, and VN-1 is the non-iso-

tropic and non-local ion potential. Expansion of 'll'k(f) in spherical 

harmonics about k and r gives the partial-wave expansion19 of 'll'k"' 
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( 2) 

and the relevant partial-wave transition moment r~ is 

( 3) 

It is important to note that for a central potential, £=£ ' . The non-

spherical nature of the molecular ion potential causes a mixing between 

different £ and £ '. The dipole selection rules imply £ '=£ 0 ± 1 in Eq. (3). 

This does not, however, imply that £=£
0

±1. If the potential is very 

non-spherical it can create a greater torque on the outgoing photoelec-

tron, and the dominant £ can be very different from £ '. The one-electron 

Schrodinger equation for w; is solved using the iterative Schwinger 

method, which is an ab initio method based on the integral form of Eq. 

(l ). 19 The intermediate state wave function is calculated using the im-

proved virtual orbital method (IV0),20 an ab initio method where the 

Rydberg orbital is optimally determined in the potential of the (N-1) 

electron ion core. Use of the IVO and Hartree-Fock continuum orbitals 

corresponds to a one-electron treatment of the photoionization dynamics, 

and has been shown to be a good description of the photoionization of 

NO. 

The 3pa orbital of D-state has an angular composition (£ 0 -expansion) 

of 0.55% s-, 99.20% p-, 0.11% d-, and 0.07% f -character, respectively. 

The Rydberg orbital is therefore very atomic-like, in agreement with the 

results of Reilly et a/. 9 Partial-wave mixing in the intermediate state 
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therefore cannot be responsible for the strong flN=O signal. The calcu-

lated transition moment between the D-state and the photoelectron con-

tinuum reveals, however, a significant contribution from the p-wa ve of 

the continuum. This is due to the non-isotropic (non-atomic) ionic po-

tential which leads to a substantial continuum partial-wave mixing. 19 It 

is essential to account for the effect of the non-isotropic ion poten-

tial on the photoelectron in order to correct! y predict this strong P,-

mixing in the continuum. 

In order to determine the rotational branching ratios it is neces-

sary to consider the excitation dynamics of the overall REMPI process. 

The (2+1) REMPI process can be viewed as a two-photon excitation from an 

initially unaligned ground state to an aligned resonant intermediate 

state (the D-state), followed by a one-photon ionization out of this 

aligned state, 2 1 

The total angular momentum (J) and its projection (MJ) on the laboratory 

Z-axis (defined by the polarization direction of the laser) are good 

quantum numbers. The term alignment refers to the relative population of 

the different MJ-levels. For a molecule in field-free space there is no 

preferred direction and all MJ-levels are equally populated. Such mole

cules are said to be unaligned. The intermediate state's alignment in 

the perturbative limit and in the absence of MJ-mixing terms is propor

tional to a product of 3-j symbols and the line strength 8,22 
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[

J. 

« ~ ( 5) 

The line strength B is important for rotationally-mixed branches since 

it reflects the relative transition strength of the different rota tiona I 

branches. The calculation of B requires a number of spectroscopic 

constants for the relevant states, and can be determined according to 

the guidelines of Halpern et a/. 23 The ionic rotational branching ratios 

are then evaluated as a sum over the individual MJ-level 's cross sec-

tion, weighted by their relative population p . .. 
11 

In Figs. 4 and 5 we compare the calculated and experimental9 branch-

ing ratios for (2+1) REMPI via the S
21

(11.5) and S
11

+R
21

(15.5) branches 

of the D 2 l:+ state of NO. The calculated branching ratios have been con-

voluted with a Lorentzian detector function with a FWHM=6meV. The agree-

ment in the perpendicular direction is particularly good. The calculated 

magnitude of the ~N=O signal for parallel detection is substantial, al-

though not as strong as observed experimentally. The ~N+£=odd selection 

rule implies that the strong ~N =0 signal is due to an odd-wave con tri bu-

tion to the continuum wave function. An explanation of the strong ~N=O 

signal in the parallel direction (but weak signal in the perpendicular 

detection) is therefore due to a significant p-wave component in the 

continuum. Such a p-wave has a nodal plane in the perpend icu Ia r direc-

tion (imagine a p
11 
-orbital along the x-axis) and would not contribute to 

the perpendicular signal. These measurements by Reilly et a/. 9 of rota-

tional branching ratios at two angles are the first example of the use 

of rotationally-resolved photoelectron angular distributions for identi-
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fying the angular momentum composition of molecular photoelectron orbit

als. 

In Fig. 6 we show the rotational branching ratios for the S21 (15.5) 

branch via the D-state and the R 22 (21.5) branch of the A-state of NO as 

a function of photoelectron kinetic energy. The branching ratios for the 

D-state are found to be very energy dependent whereas the A-state 

branching ratios are almost energy independent. The N-1 electron ionic 

core of the two Rydberg states are identical, so that the photoelectron 

wave functions calculated in the frozen-core approximation are essen

tially the same for these two states. The rotational branching ratios 

depend, however, on both the Rydberg state and the photoelectron contin

uum character since the transition moment between the two states deter

mines the magnitude of the cross section. The difference between the en

ergy dependence of the A- and D-state therefore reflects the differences 

in the way they couple to the photoelectron continuum. 2 2 The almost 

pure s-character of the A-state (>98% s-character) predominantly probes 

the p-wave of the continuum wave function (s~kp). The p-wave character 

of the photoelectron continuum for this system is found not to change 

dramatically over this limited energy range, whereas the higher partial 

waves (d,f ... ) are more energy dependent. The strong p-character of the 

D-state provides a strong coupling to the d-component (3p~ks,kd) of the 

continuum, and the rotational branching ratios for the D-state are 

therefore more energy dependent than those of the A-state. The symmetry 

and character of the intermediate state can hence be used to probe cer

tain parts of the continuum and their energy dependence by rota

tionally-selective excitation. 
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This predicted energy dependence of the rotational branching ratios 

for the 0-state later prompted Song et a/. 10 to do a (l+l ') two-color 

REMPI experiment via the 0-state. Chapter 5, where we reinvestigate the 

D-state results, discusses our collaboration with Reilly's group. The 

experimental energies are different from those previously calculated, 

but the observed branching ratios are found to depend strongly on photo

electron kinetic energy. The experimental f1N=0 signal is again seen to 

be stronger than theoretically predicted. We find that this is due to a 

non-adiabatic interaction between the A-state and the 0-state. This 

causes the effective electronic wave function to have a 2% A-state char

acter and 98% 0-state character. This small contribution of the A-state 

is sufficient to account for the large f1N=O signal in the parallel di-

rection and 

not change 

the A-state 

its energy dependence. The calculated 

in the perpendicular direction because 

branching ratios do 

of this mixing since 

component contributes an almost exclusive p-character to the 

f1N=0 signal (see Figs. 4 and 5 of chapter 5). These results illustrate 

how studies of ionic rotational branching ratios have made it possible 

to identify non-adiabatic coupling in the intermediate state. This iden

tification would not have been possible on the basis of rotationally

unresolved REMPI spectra. 

Recently Sander et a/. 11 measured the ionic rotational branching 

ratios for (l+l') REMPI via the P
11

(J0 =3/ 2-7/ 2) branch of the A 2 .I+(3sa) 

state of NO using the ZEKE technique. This technique measures threshold 

photoelectrons with a resolution of -lcm-1 , which is not obtainable with 

conventional TOF methods. The rotational branching ratios were found to 
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be very J-dependent. The ratio of t.N=O to t.N=2 signals is observed to 

drop from about 0.5 for the P 
11 

(3/ 2) branch to about 0.25 for the 

P11 (5/ 2) branch (see Fig. of chapter 3). A change in J of one unit 

leads to the change in the branching ratios by a factor of 2! This de

crease in the branching ratios does not continue when higher rotational 

levels are accessed. This is a surprising result since all previous 

studies at higher J values have shown the branching ratios to be almost 

J independent. It is of interest to understand what makes these low-J 

studies so unique for molecular REMPI. This result could arise from an 

energy dependence of the branching ratios. However, as shown above, we 

do not expect the branching ratios to be strong! y energy dependent for 

the A-state. In chapter 3 we study the high resolution, low-J rotational 

branching ratios for (1+1') REMPI via the P
11 

and R 22 branches of the 

A 2 :1:+ state of NO. The calculated branching ratios for the P 
11 

branch are 

in excellent agreement with the experimental results, and it is possible 

to explain the observed phenomena rigorously on the basis of angular mo

mentum constraints, specifically the t.N=O signal of the P 
11 

(3/2) branch 

is restricted to only having the p-wave of the continuum contributing to 

its signal. The measured photoelectron angular distribution would dis-

play the pure p-character. Calculated photoelectron angular distribu-

tions depend strongly on t.N. The R22 branch for similarly Iow-J values 

does not have the same angular momentum constraints, and the calculated 

branching ratios do not show this dramatic dependence on J. This demon-

strates how unique the Iow-J limit is for molecular REMPI and how it 

makes it possible to study photoioniza tion dynamics in greater detail 

than in conventional PES. 
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In chapter 4 we study the high-J limit (Jl!:lO) for rotationally re

solved (l+l ' ) REMPI via the A 2 'I+(3sa) state of NO. The preliminary re-

suits for these studies were presented at the American Physical 

Society's Spring Meeting in Baltimore in April of 1988. 24 These results 

showed: (i) strong ~N dependence of the photoelectron angular distribu

tions, (ii) that the ~N and -~N distributions are identical, i.e., sym

metric around ~N=O, and (iii) that the distributions are alignment de

pendent. Allendorf et a/. 2 5 have also reported photoelectron angular 

distributions for the ~N= -2, -1, and 0 signals via the R 21 (20.5) branch 

of the A 2 1:+ state of NO. The agreement with the calculated distributions 

was very encouraging. Allendorf et a/. 12 have since measured rotational 

branching ratios and photoelectron angular distributions via other rota

tional branches of the A-state. The agreement between the experimental 

and calculated spectra is very good and confirm not only that the angu

lar distributions depend on ~N and are symmetric around ~N=O, but also 

that they are very dependent on the alignment of the intermediate state. 

The ~N+.2=odd selection rule means that only the even-£ can contribute to 

the odd-~N signals, and the dependence of the photoelectron angular dis

tributions on ~N hence reflect the relative importance of the different 

partial waves of the continuum, i.e ., the partial-wave mixing. The rota-

tionally unresolved photoelectron angular distributions, on the other 

hand, have contributions from all the partial waves and are dominated by 

the strong p-wave in the continuum of the ~N=O signal. The rotationally

unresolved angular distributions are, therefore, not very branch or J

dependent. This is found to be the case experimentally and theoretical

ly. This work demonstrates the fundamental role that rotational resolu

tion provides for probing the alignment of the intermediate state from 
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the photoelectron signal. It also illustrates the symmetry around 6N=0 

of the branching ratios and photoelectron angular distributions in the 

high-J limit (see Fig. I of chapter 4). 

Chapter 5 presents results of our joint studies with the experimen-

tal group of Reilly et a/.10 at Indiana University. Here we study the 

energy dependence of the rotational branching ratios for ( 1 + 1 ' ) REMPI 

via the D-state of NO. The strong 6N=0 signal was found to be due to a 

combination of strong £-mixing in the continuum and non-adiabatic cou

pling to the A-state. 17 The effective vibronic mixing of the states is 

relatively small but the character of the A-state results in a stronger 

6N=0 signal due to this state's strong 6N=O propensity, as discussed in 

chapters 3 and 4. The calculated branching ratios for this mixed state 

are in good agreement with the experimentally observed energy depend-

ence. 

We have shown that the character and symmetry of the A2 1:+ and 0 2 1:+ 

states have a profound influence on the rotational branching ratios and 

their energy dependence. If the Rydberg state itself changes character 

as a function of internuclear distance, it should also affect the meas-

ured ionic rotational branching ratios. In chapter 6 we discuss such an 

example where we study the rotationally resolved (2+ 1 ') REMPI via the 

E' 2 1:+(3pa) state of CH. The electronic wave function for this state 

changes character from (la2 2a2 3a2 ]3pa (predominantly p-character) around 

the equilibrium internuclear distance (R =2.25 
e 

(predominantly s-character) at larger R . This orbital evolution, the or-

igin of which is not completely clear to us at present, creates a strong 

dependence of the photoionization matrix element on internuclear dis-
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tance and therefore leads to strong non-Franck-Condon vibrational 

branching ratios in REMPI. 26 The lower vibrational levels of the E ' -

state have classical turning points close to Re and are "dominated" by 

the p-character of the state.16 On the other hand, the higher vibration-

al levels probe the larger R region of the potential well and hence sam-

pte substantially greater s-wave character of the Rydberg orbital. Based 

on the aN+£ =odd selection rule, 18 and the atomic photoioniza tion pic-

ture, we expect a aN=odd (3p -+ks,kd) rotational propensity rule for the 

lower vibrational levels of the E '-state due to the dominant p-charac-

ter. The calculated branching ratios for (2+1 ') REMPI via the V=O level 

of the E '-state confirm this. However, the propensity rule changes to 

ilN=even for photoionization via the higher vibrational levels of the E ' -

state, due to the change from p- to s-wave in the Rydberg orbital. This 

change in rotational d istributions, resulting from rapid orbital evolu-

tion with internuclear distance in the intermediate state, has not yet 

been observed. It is quite general and should be most readily observable 

in other diatomic hydrides. 

We have in all the above studies used the Hartree-Fock description 

for determining the Rydberg orbital, which is adequate for describing 

the orbital evolution in the E '-state of CH, since it is an interaction 

between two states that differ by one orbital. If, however, the interac-

tion between the states involve more than one orbital, it is necessary 

to use a configuration interaction (CI) description for the interaction. 

These interactions are often referred to as avoided crossings or 

Rydberg-valence mixings. In chapter 7 we study (2+1) REMPI via the dou-

ble-well E F 1 :I+ state of H
2

. This state is formed by an avoided crossing 
' g 
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between the inner-well Rydberg E-state with a dominant I a ,2a, configura-

tion, and the outer-well valence F-state with a I a 2 dominant configura-
u 

tion. In a one-electron picture only the E-state has a transition moment 

to the ground state of The calculated vibrationally resolved 

photoionization spectra are found to be only slightly non-Franck-Condon. 

Experimentally the vibrational branching ratios show a stronger non

Franck-Condon behavior, 2 7 but recent theoretical calculations (by other 

groups) have confirmed our results. 2 8 - 29 Autoionization is probably the 

cause of this discrepancy, although recent theoretical calculations sug

gest29 laser intensity effects to result in apparent non-Franck-Condon 

effects. 

It is very difficult to measure the absolute cross section of a 

REMPI photoionization process. The experimental uncertainties with re-

spect to laser intensity, interaction volume, and the number density of 

molecules in this interaction volume make it difficult to accurately de-

termine the absolute photoionization cross section. Recently, Meier et 

a/. 30 suggested a method based on ionization measurements with satura-

tion of the intermediate state to determine these cross sections for 

specific rovibronic levels of the B1 :I~ state of H 2. In chapter 8 we cal

culate the corresponding theoretical cross sections and find them to be 

very different from the experimental ones by nearly an order of magni-

tude. Here the REMPI dynamics can no longer be treated in the perturb-

ative limit and a density matrix approach is used. The set of coupled 

differential equations is solved in time and space to account for the 

spatial and temporal variations of the laser intensity. The 

photoionization efficiency is seen to be profoundly influenced by these 
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factors which may have caused the discrepancy between the experimentally 

deduced and the calculated cross sections. Another possible cause for 

the discrepancy is autoionization. The influence of this process could 

be probed experimentally by changing the wavelength of the second photon 

so as to detune away from the autoionizing feature. 

Finally in chapter 9, we investigate the branch dependence and laser 

intensity effects on (I+ 1) rotationally resolved REMPI via the A 2 l:+(3s a) 

state of NO. The experiments of Reilly et a/. 8 
•
9 did not fully assign 

the rotational branch accessed in excitation of the resonant state. The 

calculated ion rotational distributions are found to be branch-depend

ent. Furthermore, the branching ratios and photoelectron angular distri

butions also depend strongly on laser intensity. Discrepancies still re

main, however, between the calculated and measured branching ratios for 

detection of photoelectrons perpendicular to the laser polarization. The 

most 

laser 

laser 

tion, 

likely cause for the discrepancy is a 

polarization. Since the photoelectron 

polarization is only about 2% of the 

a small contamination (i.e., a linear 

small contamination of the 

signal perpendicular to the 

intensity for parallel detec

polarization of less than 

99%) is sufficient to account for the observed perpendicular signal. 

In conclusion we have shown that rotationally-resolved REMPI is an 

important probe of the molecular excited states at a quantum state spe

cific level. The analysis of such REMPI spectra provides valuable in

sight into the influence of the resonant intermediate state and photo

electron continua on the underlying dynamics of these processes. We have 

demonstrated for particular molecules how perturbations in the interme-
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diate state, orbital evolution, configuration interaction, and non-adia

batic interactions can have a profound impact on the observed REMPI 

spectra. We have also seen that the state specificity of the REMPI 

process combined with rovibrational propensity rules can be used for 

creating ions in a selected rovibrational level. The theoretical frame

work presented here makes it possible to address the influence of the 

different contributions to the overall REMPI spectrum and to qualita

tively assess their relative importance. Au toioniza tion and other com

peting processes, e.g., dissociation, have not been included in these 

studies and would have to be incorporated for a more complete descrip

tion of the photoionization dynamics. 
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FIG URE CAPTIONS 

Schematic apparatus for molecular REMPI. From "ZARELAB" at 

Stanford University. From Ref. 12. 

List of the spectroscopic constants for the excited states 

of NO and their potential energy curves. Adapted from Refs. 

16 and 17. 

The possible one-photon rotational transitions from the X 2 ll 

ground state of NO to a 2 :1:+ Rydberg state. The P 21 +Q11 , 

Q 21 +R11 , P 22 +Q12 , and Q22 +R
12 

branches are mixed branches. 

Experimental (Ref. 9), left, and calculated (Ref. 20) photo

electron spectra for (2+ 1) REMPI via the S21 ( 11.5) line of 

the D 2 :1:+ state of NO, for (a) laser light polarized parallel 

(II) to detection; (b) laser light polarized perpendicular 

( l) to detection. 

Same as Fig. 4, but for the mixed R 21 +S11 (I 5.5) branch. 

Ionic rotational branching ratios as a function of photoe

lectron kinetic energy, for the S21 ( 11.5) branch via the 

D2 :I+ state of NO, and for the R 22 (21.5) branch via the A 2 :I+ 

state. Total length of the abscissa corresponds to 100 meV. 
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(2+1) REMPI of NO via the D2 l:+ state: Rotational 

branching ratios 

[The text of this chapter appeared in: H. Rudolph, S.N . Dixit, V. McKoy, 

and W.M Huo, Chern. Phys. Lett. 137, 521 (1987)] 
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(2+1) REMPI OF NO VIA THE D 11:• STATE: ROTATIONAL BRANCHING RATIOS 

H. RUDOLPH, S.N. DIXIT 1
, V. McKOY 

Arrhur Amos No.vt!s Laboratory ofCht!mlcal Phystcs '. Californta lnslllutt! ofT«hnology. Pasadena. CA 91125. L'SA 

and 

Winifred M. HUO 
NASA-A mes Research Cenler MS230-3. MojJeu Field. CA 94035. USA 

Received 9 March 1987 

Recent photoelectron spectroscopic studies in a ( 2 +I) REM PI of NO via the Rydberg D ' I· state have revealed anomalous 
tOniC rotational branching rattos. We have performed ab initio calculations of these branching ratios and find that the moft!Cufar 
naturt! of the ionization continuum plays an essential role in the dynamics. Even though the bound orbital is very atom1c-like 
( > 98'Mt p-I ike) , the photoelectron continuum wavefunction IS quite sensitive to the non-sphencal nature of the molecular ion1c 
potential and causes a strong persistence of the p-panial wave which, in tum, leads to a large AN=O peak. 

High resolution studies of photoelectron spectra 
(PES) produced by resonant-enhanced multiphoton 
ionization (REM PI) of individual ro-vibronic states 
are an imponant probe of the dynamics of such pho
toionization processes. Whereas ionic rotational 
states have been resolved in the photoelectron spec
trum of H 2 with relative ease [I ,2], the resolution of 
ionic states in heavier molecules has been very dif
ficult because of the smaller rotational constants. 
Such studies have only been recently performed in 
NO [3-5] . The (I+ I) REMPI PES ofNO by Wilson 
et al. [ 4] revealed a number of peaks corresponding 
to various values of the difference (llN) in the angu
lar momentum quantum numbers for the excited 
state (N,) and the ion (N .. ) (llN=.N .. -N,). Ab ini
tio calculations [ 6] of ionic rotational branching 
ratios helped to clarify some features of these spectra 
such as the dominance of the l1N = 0 peak and the 
suppression of the l1N = ± 1 peaks. The recent ( 2 + I ) 
REM PI PES via the D 21: + ( 3po) state of NO by 
Viswanathan et al. [ 5] shows a strong l1N = 0 peak. 

' Present address: Lawrence Livermo~ National Laboratory, L-
421 . P.O. Box 808. Livermo~. CA 94SSO, USA. 
Contnbuuon No. 7538. 

Due to the selection rule [ 6, 7] l1N +I= odd, valid for 
ionization of a l: state leaving the ion in a l: state, 
a llN=O peak, of significant intensity implies that 
the photoelectron orbital must have substantial odd
wave ( p, f, ... ) character. This, combined with the 
"pure" Rydberg p nature of the 7o orbital in the D 
state, led the authors of ref. [ 5] to suggest that there 
may be a strong /-mixing in the ionization contin
uum. In this communication. we present results of 
ab initio calculations of these ionic rotational spec
tra and compare them with the data of ref. [ 5] . 
Indeed, we find the p wave to be quite significant in 
the composition of the photoelectron orbital. hence 
accounting for the strong l1N = 0 peak. More impor
tantly, these results illustrate the need for an ade
quate description of electronic continuum states in 
quantitative studies of low-energy photoionization 
dynamics. 

Our calculations were done using the theoretical 
framework described earlier [ 8] . The photoelectron 
wavefunction is calculated in the frozen-core Har
tree-Fock approximation using the iterative Schwin
ger variational technique for an internuclear 
separation of 2.008 ao. This is the equilibrium inter
nuclear distance for the No• ion and most of the 
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Rydberg states of NO. We use a Gaussian basis set 
of ( I Os6p I d) on each atom contracted to ( 6s4p I d) , 
supplemented with a ( 7s7p) uncontracted Gaussian 
basis at the center of mass ( c.m.) of the molecule. 
This large and diffuse basis set on the origin assures 
the proper diffuseness of the Rydberg states. The 
electronic wavefunction of the 7o orbital of the 
D 21: • state is calculated in the improved vinual 
orbital (IVO) scheme [9), using the NO .. core 
(E(No· ) = -128.94691 au ). The total energy of the 
D 21: • state in this approximation is - 129.03866 
au. The use of the NO • core is based on the large 
relaxation of the NO core in the D state, compared 
to the ground state. Funher details will be given else
where [ 10] . 

The 7o IVO orbital calculated using the NO .. core 
has 0.5% s, 99.2% p, and 0. 1% d character, in a single 
center expansion about the c.m., in agreement with 
literature values [ 5, II) . For a photoelectron kinetic 
energy of ::::0.66 eV [5] the relative transition 
moments which are proponional to 1 r};""l 2, as defined 
by eq. (13) of ref. [6), are 0.0498 (/=0), 0.0566 
(/=1), 0.0424 (/=2), 0.0047 (1=3) , and 0.0002 
(/=4) in the ko channel, and 0.0141 (/=I) , 0.2093 
(/=2), 0.0134 (/=3) , and 0.0019 (/=4) in the k7r. 
channel. These results suppon the conclusions of 
Yiswanathan et al. [ 5] , that the I= I ( p wave) is 
indeed present and very strong in the continuum. 
Note that an "atomic" like analysis would have pre
dicted ionization into s and d waves only. The unu
sually large strength of the p wave is a consequence 
of the /-mixing in the photoelectron continuum, 
caused by the non-spherical potential of the molec
ular ion. The core potential for higher Rydberg states 
approaches the potential of the ion, and this is 
expected to cause similar anomalous features in pho
toionization out of higher Rydberg states. 

In fig. I we compare the calculated photoelectron 
spectrum with the experimentally measured ones for 
two-photon resonant excitation via the S21 (11.5) 
line. This transition was chosen as it is unmixed and 
the calculation of relative M1 populations in the 
excited state is simple. Our calculated rotational 
branching ratios are convoluted with a Lorentzian 
detection function having a fwhm of about 6 meV. 
The agreement of the theoretical and experimental 
PES is quite good for detection parallel and excellent 
for detection perpendicular to the laser polarization. 

3) 

b) L 

710 

J. ~ 
~ 

·3 ·I 0-1-3 

. ' 

0 ' ,, 

, , 
• - J ... 

660 

Pbotoelectroa Kinetic Enerc (me V) 

610 

Fia. I. Experimental [ S] ( left) and calculated ( nght) photoelec
tron spectra with the laser tuned to the S2, ( 11.5) line of the 
X 'n-D 21: • transit ton of NO. for (a) laser hght polarized par
allel ( II ) to detection, ( b) laser light polarized perpendicular ( l. ) 
to detection. 

The lJ.N=O peak is quite significant in the parallel 
detection and is small, as observed experimentally as 
well, in the perpendicular detection. Combined with 
the selection rule lJ.N +I= odd, these results point to 
significant odd-/ panial waves. More imponantly. the 
good qualitative agreement between the theory and 
experiment illustrates the ability of ab initio calcu
lations to unravel subtle features in the photoioni
zation dynamics. 

This material is based on research supponed by 
the National Science Foundation under grant No. 
CHE-8521391 and AFOSR grant No. 87-0039. One 
of us (HR) gratefully acknowledges the suppon from 
the Danish Natural Science Research Council. 
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Chapter 2: Ionic rotational branching ratios in resonant 

enhanced multiphoton ionization of NO via the 

A 2 l:+(3so) and D 2 l:+(3po) states 

[The text of this chapter appeared in: H . Rudolph, S.N . Dixit, V . McKoy, 

and W.M. Huo, J . Chern. Phys. 88, 637 (1988)] 
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We present the results of ab initio calculations of the ionic rotational branching ratios in NO 
for a (I + I) REM PI (resonant enhanced multi photon ionization) via the A 2l: + ( 3s0') state 
and a (2 + I) REMPI via the D ' :I+ ( 3p0') state. Despite the atomic-like character of the 
bound 3s0' and 3p<T orbitals in these resonant states, the photoelectron continuum exhibits 
strong I mixing. The selection rule 6..N + I = odd ( ti.N = N + - N, ) implies that the peaks in 
the photoelectron spectrum corresponding to 6..N = odd ( ± I, ± 3) are sensitive to even 
partial waves while those corresponding to even ti.N probe the odd partial waves in the 
photoelectron continuum. Recent experimental high resolution photoelectron studies have 
shown a strong 6.N = 0 peak for ionization via the A 2l: • and the D ' :t • states, indicating a 
dominance of odd-/ partial waves. While this seems natural for ionization out of the 3s0' 
orbital, it is quite anomalous for 3p0' ionization. Based on extensive bound calculations, 
Viswanathan eta/. [J. Phys. Chern. 90, 5078 ( 1986)) attribute this anomaly to a strong I 
mixing in the electronic continuum caused by the nonspherical molecular potential. We have 
performed ab initio calculations of the rotational branching ratios and compared them with the 
experimental results. The electronic continuum shows a ~ignificantp-wave component which 
leads to the large 6..N = 0 peak in both cases. Calculations are performed for both rotationally 
"clean" and "mixed" branches. The relative heights of the peaks are very sensitive to the 
photoelectron kinetic energy for the D 2l: • state and less so for the A 2l: + state. This is a direct 
consequence of the I mixing in the continuum. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The technique of resonant enhanced multaphoton ioni
zation (REM PI) combined with high resolution photoelec
tron spectroscopy ( PES) has in recent years proven useful in 
elucidating the finer dynamical details of the photoioniza
tion of smaller molecules. •·> The rotationally resolved pho
toelectron spectra display highly detailed information con
cerning both the intermediate resonant state and the 
photoionization dynamics. The limitations on the resolution 
of the photoelectron energy detection (::: S meV) have re
stricted rotationally resolved PES studies to H 2 .... and with 
some difficulty to NO. '"' 16 New techniques involving 
threshold photoelectron detection have achieved rotational 
resolution for relatively low rotational quantum numbers. 11 

In a series of recent papers ' .. ,. Reilly and co-workers have 
demonstrated very detailed rotationally resolved photoelec
tron spectra via the A ' I •, D 'I •, and the C 'n state of NO. 
Their spectral resolution (3 meV at best) permits a separa
tion of the rotational structure for medium to high values of 
J due to the relatively large rotational constant ofthe NO • 

ion (B, a 2 em - 1 
) . The (I + I l REMPI via theA 2I • state 

shows a pronounced 6..N = 0 peak with smaller, but signifi· 
cant, 6..N = ± 2 peaks. The ( 2 + I) REM PI via the D 2I • 
state shows a significant 6..N = 0 signal in addition to the 
expected 6..N = ± I,± 3 peaks. While the observed rota
tional branching ratios for theA 'I • state•• could be ration
alized on the basis of an atomic-like model, the 6..N = 0 peak 
in the D 2I • (3p<T) photoelectron spectra is not consistent 
with such a model. The almost purep character (98%) " ·'" 
of the D 2 I • state would predict a predominants-ord-wave 
character of the continuum, giving rise to a dominant 
6..N = ± I or ± 3 signal. •• On the basis of very extensive 
bound state calculations Viswanathan eta/." suggested, that 
the tJ.JV = 0 peak must be due to odd partial wave character 
in the electronic continuum arising from the nonspherical 
nature of the molecular potential. 

Recently, we reported calculated rotationally resolved 
PES for (I + I ) REM PI via the A ' I + state20 as well as for 
the ( 2 + I ) REMPI via the D 2l: • state. 21 The results 
agreed quite well with experimental data. " Our results for 
the D 'I • state show significant intensity in the 6..N = 0 
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peak, thus confirming the suggestion of Viswanathan eta/." 
that the t:.N = 0 peaks were due to final state interactions. 
Due to their Rydberg character, the ion cores of the A and D 
states should be very similar. The photoelectron continuum 
of these ion cores, should also be similar in these two cases. 
This suggests that differences in the PES for REMPI via 
these two states are a consequence of the probing of different 
angular momentum components of the continuum through 
the photoelectron matrix element in these two cases. To ana
lyze this feature, we have performed additional PES calcula
tions for rotationally clean and mixed branches and for a 
range of photoelectron kinetic energies. The results present
ed in Sec. III demonstrate the importance of the molecular 
nature of the continuum and stress the necessity for a proper 
treatment of it. 

II. THEORY 

The general theory of molecular REMPI processes has 
been described previously21 and only details penaining to 
this panicular application will be given here. The ( n + m) 
REM PI process can be thought of conceptually as an n-pho
ton absorption from an initially unaligned (all M 1 levels 
equally populated) ground state, to a resonant intermediate 
state, followed by an m-photon ionization out of this aligned 
intermediate state, .. 
NO X 2n(v· ,J")-NO•A 'I•(v',./ ',N ') .. 

- No·x•I • <v-..1-=N->+e-(k), (Ia) 

, .. 
NO X 'n(v· ,.1•)- NO•D 'I •(v' ,./ ',N ') .. 

-No·x•I-(v•..J• =N·> +e- (k) . (lb) 

REM PI out of each M 1 level of the initial state can be 
treated as an independent channel in the case oflinearly po
larized photons and in the absence of M 1 mixing terms 
( collistons, etc. ). For weak field excitations, the population 
p., of the intermediate state can be calculated using lowest
order penurbation theory. For the single photon n-I exci
tation of the A state, p., is given by 

( r 1 r )' Pu ex A 
- Mr 0 Mr 

(2a) 

and for the two-photon n-I excitation of the D state 

( r 2 r )' 
p. ex M 0 M B, 

- J" ,. 
(2b) 

whereJ' andJ • are defined in Eq. (I) . For an-I transition 
the constants A and B can be taken to be independent of the 
electronic transition moments.u For relative p 11 in pure 
branches (only one J' state) A and B can be disregarded as 
well. However, for mixed branches (two J ' states corre
sponding to N · ± 1/2) the relative weights A and B can be 
calculated using the description of Earls24 and of Halpem.u 
respectively. The photoelectron angular distribution P(IJ), 
where 9 is the angle with respect to the polarization vector of 
the radiation, can then be written as 

dP(IJJ 
---ex 

dt 
I I r ,< B>-p .. . 

htiU'h.hft I 

{3) 

r, is the ionization width for the panicular M, level of the 
intermediate state and involves sums of the square of the 
transition matrix elements, i.e., 

,JJ• = 1~ ( '11.11 (r)Y, .• (r') lrY,.,(i-')1 4>,., (r)Y1 • .o<i''J) 

(4) 

as given by Eq. ( 13) of Ref. 20. The rf• matrtx elements are 
evaluated using photoelectron continuum orbttals obtamed 
by the variational Schwinger method and the stngle-center 
expansion technique." The photoelectron Hanree-Fock 
continuum wave function is determined tn the frozen-core 
approximation using the intermediate state's (N- I ) elec
tron core for the A state and the fully-relaxed ion core for the 
D state. As shown later, the core of the A state is nearly 
identical to the fully relaxed ion core due to the diffuse na
ture of the Rydberg 6q orbital. For similar reasons the calcu
lations are done for an internuclear distance of R, = 1.062 
A, corresponding to the equilibrium distance of the 'I -
Rydberg states and the NO • ion.26 

It is imponant to note that the panial wave index I need 
not be equal to the single center expansion index I ' in the case 
of molecular photoionization. For a central potential, I = I '. 
The nonspherical nature of the molecular ion potential 
causes a mixing between different I and I'. The dipole selec
tion rules imply I' = /0 ± I. This does not, however. imply 
that I = /0 ± I. Which panial waves I are dominant depends 
on how/ ' and I are coupled via the molecular potenttal. For 
example, the 6q orbital has predominantly /0 = 0, and the 
7u /0 = I. Thus, for 6q ionization we have I ' = I while for 
7u ionization I' = 0,2. In spite of this difference, the odd-/ 
panial waves are seen to be dominant in both cases. The 
strong liN= 0 peak corroborates this as well. Thus, even 
though the bound state may have a strong atomic character, 
the low-energy photoelectron continuum can be, and often 
is, quite nonatomic. 

The 7u orbital is determined in the improved vinual 
orbital (IVO) approximation21 using the fully relaxed core 
of the ion. The basis set used is given in Table I. The use of the 
fully relaxed ion core is justified by analyzmg the relaxation 
effects for the A 2I • state. The direct SCF energy for the A 
2! • state is - 129.076 576 a.u. IVO calculations with the 
X 'n ground state core and with the SCF X 'I- NO • ion 
core give - 129.038 179 and - 129.076419 a.u., respec
tively. These results show that the ion core of the A 2!
state is nearly identical to the X 1 I- NO • state. We have 
hence performed the IVO and photoelectron continuum cal
culations using the fully relaxed NO • as the frozen core. 
The calculated energy for the D 'I • state is - 129.038 658 
a.u., corresponding to an excitation energy of6.186eV, com
pared with the experimental value of 6.582 eV. 

Ill. RESULTS 

In this section we will first address the ( 2 + I ) one
color experiments of Ref. I 5 via the D 'I - state of NO, and 
then the dependence of the rotational branching ratios on 
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T ABLE I. Gaussoan ba>" sci used fort he A ' l · and D 1I • Rydberg <Oat<' 
( la..6p l d ) cont racoed to i fu•pld i on notrogcn and oxygen . woth an addo· 
taona l ( 7s7p ) uncontracted biiLSIS SCI at th~ ccnltr o f mass 

Center Ty~ Exponent Cocffic •cnl 

N 5909 44 0.006 24 
N 887 45 I 0.047 669 
N 204 749 0 23 1 317 
N 59 8376 0 788 869 
N 19 9981 0.792 91 2 
N 2 6868 0.323 6lJ9 
N 0 7000 1.0 
N 0.21 H 1.0 
N 0. 1000 1 0 
N p 26.7860 0.038 244 
N p 5.9564 0.243 8•6 
N p 1.7074 0.81 7 193 
N p 0.5314 1.0 
N p 0.1654 1.0 
N p 0.0800 1.0 
N d 0.8000 1.0 
0 7816.54 0.006 436 
0 11 75.82 0.048 924 
0 273.188 0.233 819 
0 81.1696 0.784 798 
0 21 1836 0.803 381 
0 3.4136 0.316 72 
0 9.5322 1.0 
0 0.9398 1.0 
0 0.2846 1.0 
0 0.1000 1.0 
0 p 35.1832 0.040023 
0 p 7.9040 0.253 849 
0 p 2.3051 0.806 842 
0 p 0. 7171 1.0 
0 p 0.2137 1.0 
0 p 0.0800 1.0 
0 d 0.8000 1.0 

CM 0.4000 1.0 
CM 0.2000 1.0 
CM 0.1300 1.0 
CM o.osoo 1.0 
CM 0.0250 1.0 
CM 0.0100 1.0 
CM 0.0050 1.0 
CM p 0.4000 1.0 
CM p 0.2000 1.0 
CM p 0. 1300 1.0 
CM p o.osoo 1.0 
CM p 0.0250 1.0 
CM p 0.0100 1.0 
CM p 0.0050 1.0 

the photoelectron kinetic energy for the (2 + I') REMPI 
via the D 2:I + state and the (I + I' ) REMPI via the A 2:I • 
state. 

The ( 2 + I ) REM PI experiments of Ref. IS are one· 
color experiments via the()....{) band of the D-X transition, 
rotationally resolved in the final ion state and rotationally 
assigned on the basis of data from Huber and Herzberg.26 

Photoelectron spectra are measured for the rotationally 
clean (only one J' contributing) S1 t ( 11.5) branch and the 
mixed S 11 + R 2t ( lS.S) branch, with electron collection 
parallel and perpendicular to the polarization vector of the 
radiation. The photoelectron spectra show in both cases a 
pronounced AN = 0 peak, reftecting a large odd partial 
wave character in the electronic continuum. The 7u orbital 

has an angular decomposition of, 0. 55% s, 99.20% p , 0. 11% 
d, and 0.07% f character, m agreement with the results of 
Ref. 19. The bound-free dipole matrix elements, proportion
al to the ~~~ 1 2 ofEq. ( 4 ), are 0.0498, 0.0566, 0.0424, 0.0047, 
and 0.0002 for I = 0-4, respectively, in the ku channel and 
0.0 141, 0.2093, 0.0134, and 0.0019 for I= 1-4, respectively, 
in the krr channel. This confirms the suggestion of Viswan· 
a than eta/.," that the p wave is indeed present and strong, 
but also shows that the strongest ionization channel is the d 
wave of the krr continuum. The total photoionization cross 
section is therefore dominated by the krr channel. The rota
tionally unresolved, fixed nuclei , cross sections are 0. 166 and 
0.487 Mb for the ku and the krr channel, respectively, in 
reasonable agreement with the earlier approximate calcula
tions of Ref. 28. These calculated cross sections of the D state 
are about SO% of those obtained for the A state (see later ). 
This trend is the exact opposite to that seen experimentally 
by Rottke and Zacharias, 12 who measured cross sections for 
the A 2:I • state and the D 2:I + state of 0. 70 ± 0.09 and 
6 ± I Mb, respectively ( for specific rotational levels) . We 
are at present unable to understand this discrepancy. 

In Fig. 1, we compare the calculated photoelectron 
spectrum with the experimental spectrum" for the (2 + I ) 
REM PI via the rotationally clean S2 t ( li .S) line of the 0-0 
band of the D-X transition. The calculated results are con vo
luted with a Lorentzian detector function having a FWHM 
of 6 meV, a value chosen as representative of the actual ex
perimental resolution. The calculated rotational branching 
ratios relative to the AN = - I signal are listed in Table II. 
The total calculated intensity for perpendicular detection for 
AN = - I is 7 . I% of the corresponding parallel signal. The 
agreement between the theoretical and the experimental 
photoelectron spectra is quite good for parallel detection and 
excellent for perpendicular. The AN = 0 signal is, as ob
served experimentally, significant in the parallel direction, 

li N 
~ 

· 3 · I 0 + I .-3 

• ) 

b) ... 

li N 
~ 

·3 ·I 0 + 1 + S 

PbotO«Iectroo Kice\i(. Enero (me V) 

FIG. I. Ex~rimental ( Ref. IS ) (lcft·hand side ) and calc ulated (ri&}ll· 
hand Side l photoelectron spectra wtth the laser tuned to the S,, ( 11.5 ) line 
of the D ' I • -X 'n trattJition of NO, for Cal laser liaht polanud parallel 
(Ill to detectiOn: (b) laser liaht polari1<1 ~rpendi<:ular ( l ) to detection. 
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T AllLE II I 2 • I 1 REM PI voa the D : ~ . '"" C.>kul.>t«l rot•llnn.>l 
t : anchtng ra11osfor theS,.(II 51 branch and theS,.i 15 51+ R, ,l 15 51 
branch 

Perpendicular ( 1) 

tJ.N S,( II 51 S,. + R.,( 15 51 S , l II 51 S,. t R,,l 15 51 

- 3 0 763 0489 I 974 I 516 
- 2 0 150 0 101 0 209 0 168 
-I I 000" I 000" I 000" I 000" 

0 0 590 0.401 0093 0096 
+I 0 .936 0.965 I 009 l 016 
+2 0 158 0 110 0 186 0 185 
+3 0 857 0.560 I 1>43 I 765 

"Normalized to thts ltne. 

but very small ( nonobservable) in the perpendicular direc
tion, demonstrating the sharpness around (} = 0" of the an
gular distribution for the~= 0 peak. The P( {}) ofEq. ( 3 ), 
the angular distribution of the photoelectrons, can be ex
panded in Legendre polynomials PL [cos((}) I as 

L-
P((})= I .BL ·Pdcos(B)], 

L-0.2. 

(5) 

where Lm .. in these weak intensity studies is determined by 
the order of the process. For the~ = 0 signal the normal
ized .8 parameters are .8 0= 1.000, .82 = 1.899, .8 4= 0.104, 
and .86 = 0.003. 

Mixed branches, such as the S 11 (I 5.5) + R 2t (I 5.5) 
branch. can be treated as individual ionization channels, al
though indistinguishable in the photoelectron spectrum. 
They can be incoherently added with the proper weighting, 
as determined by Eq. ( 2) . The relative weights [the B factor 
of Eq. ( 2) I are 0.012 20 and 0.004 92, as determined by Hal
pem,21 for the S 11 ( 15.5) and the R 2t ( 15.5) branches, re
spectively. The two individual branches are calculated as 
outlined above. In Fig. 2, we compare the experimental and 
the calculated photoelectron spectra for the mixed S tt 

+ R 2t (I 5.5) branch. The calculated intensiues are agam 
convoluted with a Lorentzian detection function with a 
FWHM of 6 me V, and the relative branching rauos are listed 
in Table II. The ~ = 0 signal is found to be strong m the 
parallel direction, although less pronounced in the calculat
ed spectrum than in the experimental spectrum. The agree
ment is seemingly far better in the perpendicular direction. 
The calculated ~ = 0 signal is very small, consistent with 
the experimental observation. The normalized .8 parameters 
for the angular distribution of the ~ = 0 signal are .80 

"" 1.000, .82 = 1.796, .8 4 = 0.099, and .8 •= - 0.001. The 
total strength of the perpendicular ~ = - I signal is cal
culated to be about 18.3% of the corresponding parallel sig
nal. 

An important dynamical aspect of the photoionization 
is the energy dependence of the ,;;~ matrix elements of Eq. 
( 4) . In the one-color experiments of Ref. I 5 the final photo
electron kinetic energies span a range of about 1.0 eV for the 
REMPI via the different Rydberg states, i.e., from -1.7 eV 
for (I + I) REM PI via the A 21: • state to -0.7 eV for the 
( 2 + I ) REM PI via the D 21: • state. The anomalous 

~' ~' 
1 I 0 ·I • 1 . J I 0 .. I •3 

., 

.) 

I 

'\ I b)i I ' .1• 
I\ I I , 

) 
110 eeo 7t0 eeo 410 

FIG. 2. Same u Fig. I. but for the mtxed R,. ( 15 5) + S 11 ( 15 51 branch 

~ = 0 peaks, observed in the D ':t • REM PI experiments, 
can therefore be a possible consequence of this energy depen
dence. To investigate this, we have calculated the rotational 
branching ratios for a range of photoelectron kinetic ener
gies (0.5, 1.0. 1.5, and 2.0 eV) . In Fig. 3, we show the rota
tional branching ratios for the ( 2 + I') REM PI via the 
D 21: • S 2 t ( li.S) branch and of the (I + I') REM PI via the 
A 21: • R 22 (21.5) branch as a function of the photoelectron 
kinetic energy. The branching ratios for the D state show a 

'0 o •r·s,.ot s) ~0" 1 t• fln t21 S) 

f.uru Pt.ull'" p,,,..11dK11I&# P•nllel Prrp•rtldlcular 

II I .\ I I I . 
'.' I I I 

0 s ,v ·'~:I It , I 
.,_. \} .. 

- - - - -
I I I I ! I~ : II~ J ~I 

I 

I 0 tV 

' .~ ' I 
. ,J· ' 

' . .} 
- ·--- -. 

~~ I lui ! l II 
I i rV ' I ~ 

!JV\ ., I ;U\, J\v\ 
--- - .£...2 ·'----

10 .v Lv_.l wJ. J~ tl \ I 

"" ---
, __ 

_I_ 

FIG. 3. Pholodcctron spectra as a funcuon of phOioelec:tron ktneuc cnerJY. 
for 1he S,. ( 11.5) branch ol'tbe D ' I · sule, and for the R, (21 5 l branch 
of the A ' I • su1e. Totallen~th ol'the absciiSA corresponds to 100 meV. 
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pronounced energy dependence for both directions of detec
tion. whereas the branching ratios for the A state arc rather 
~nsens111 ve to photoelectron kinetic energy. This may result 
from the fact that the A state iomzation into the I = I partial 
wa ve docs not require a nonspherical potential whereas for 
the D state this channel is a direct consequence of angular 
momentum coupling in the continuum, i.e., / '# I mixing. 
Th1s behav10r in the D state photoionization is expected to be 
strongly energy dependent. The total cross sccuons ( rota
tionally unresolved, fixed nuclei) show a Similar dependence 
on the photoelectron kinetic energy, i.e., the D state cross 
sections are 0.806 (0.5 cV ), 0.450 ( 1.0 cV '. 0.320 ( I.S cV ) , 
and 0.273 Mb (2.0 eV), whereas the A state cross sections 
arc, 1.188 (0.5 eV) , 1.199 ( 1.0 cV) , 1.172 ( 1.5 eV ), and 
1.122Mb ( 2.0 eV). 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented results for the rotationally resolved 
photoelectron spectra resulting from a ( 2 + I ) one-color 
REM PI of NO via the rotationally clean S21 ( 11 .5) and 
mixed S 11 ( 15.5) + R 2 1 ( 15.5) branches of the 0-0 transi
tion in the D-X band. The calculations were done in the 
fixed-nuclei frozen core approximation, where the frozen 
core of the D 2 I - Rydberg state is taken to be the X ' I + 
ground state of NO + • The resulting photoelectron spectra, 
convoluted with a Lorcntzian detection function, agree qual
itatively with the experim~: .tal results of Viswanathan et 
a/.," and suppon their conclusion, that the nonsphcrical na
ture of the molecular potential creates a substantial/ mixing 
in the continuum, which in tum leads to the intense t:JV = 0 
peak. We have funhcrmore investigated the rather strong 
photoelectron energy dependence of the rotational branch
ing ratiosofthcD 2I + S21 ( 11.5) line, and compared this to 
the weak energy dependence of the A 2 I + R 21 ( 21.5 ) line. 
We attribute this behavior to differences in the bound states 
and the different pans of the electronic continuum probed. 
This work illustrates the ability of ab initio calculations to 
unravel the subtle features in the photoionization dynamics 
for rotationally clean and mixed branches. The present work 
docs not include effects of autoionization, high intensities, 
nor the possible alignment deteriorating effects. 
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Chapter 3: Rotational branching ratios at low photoelectron 

energies in resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization 

of NO 

[The text of this chapter appeared in: H. Rudolph, V. McKoy, and S.N. 

Dixit, J. Chern. Phys. 90, 2570 ( 1989)] 
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Rotational branching ratios at low photoelectron energies In resonant 
enhanced multlphoton Ionization of NO 

H. Rudolph and V. McKoy 
Ar:hur Amos No~s LAboratory of Cht m ical Physics. California lnstilult of Ttchnology. Pasadtna, 
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We repon calculated rotational branching ratios for very low energy ( SO meV) photoelectrons 
resulting from ( I + I') resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization ( REM PI ) via the J, = I /2, 
3/ 2, S/2, and 7/2 levels of the P 11 branch of the A 2I • ( 3sCT ) state of NO. Even angular 
momentum transfer ( tl.N = N ... - N, ) peaks are dominant in these rotational distributions, in 
agreement with the selection rule tl.N + I = odd. Angular momentum coupling in the 
photoelectron wave function arising from the molecular ion potential leads to smaller but 
appreciable tl.N = odd peaks. The calculated tl.N = 0 to tl.N = + 2 peak ratios show the same 
strong decrease when J1 increases from 1/2 to 3/2 as seen in the experimental zero-kinetic
energy ( ZEKE) photoelectron spectra [Sander et al., Phys. Rev. A 36, 4S43 ( 1987)), but do 
not show the rapid die-<>ff' of the dN #- 0 peaks for higher J, observed experimentally. The 
calculated trend in the tl.N = + 2 vs dN = 0 peaks could be understood on the basis of simple 
angular momentum transfer arguments. These same arguments indicate that this trend in the 
ll.N = 0 and + 2 peaks with increasing angular momentum is not generally expected in other 
branches. Spectra via the R21 ( J ) branch are presented to suppon this assenion. We also 
present photoelectron angular distributions which show a strong dependence on tl.N reftecting 
the changing composition of the photoelectron wave function. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years resonant enhanced multiphoton ioniza

tion (REM PI )-photoelectron spectrOSCQpy (PES) has seen 
a substantial improvement in photoelectron kinetic energy 
resolution. Conventional time--<>f-ftight (TOF) methods for 
PES have been sufficiently refined to provide rotationally 
resolved spectra for small molecules. •-s Due to the small ro
tational constants, studies in heavier molecules such as NO 
have focused on high-J levels of the ion. Recently, Miiller
Dethlefs eta/. have developed a novel method of zero-kinet
ic-energy (ZEKE) photoelectron spectroscopy.•·' This 
method employs photoionization under field-free conditions 
and application of a delayed pulse extraction field . ._, The 
technique, facilitated by steradiancy, yields a resolution of 
1- 2 em- 1 in threshold PES. In contrast, the TOF-PES stud
ies at low energies by Allendorf eta/. s achieve a resolution of 
3-4 meV around an energy of 180 meV. Using this latter 
technique, Allendorf et a/. s have recently reponed photo
electron angular distributions for rotationally resolved PES 
of NO, a significant step towards the " complete" characteri
zation of the photoionization process. 

A common feature in these rotationally resolved 
REMPI-PES studies of NO has been the deviations of the 
branching ratios from values expected on the basis of an 
atomic-like model. 2•

4
•
7 For example, ionization out 

of the A 2I • ( 3.w) state showed a tl.N = I peak'·' 
( tl.N:N ... - N, where N ... and N, denote the angular mo
mentum quantum numbers, exclusive of spin, of the ion and 

resonant intermediate state, respectively). On the basis of 
the selection rule dN + I = odd, u the presence of this peak 
implies photoelectron ejection into the even/ 's of the contin
uum, i.e., 3sCT- ks,lcd, etc .. This is inconsistent with an atom
ic-like view of the process which would predict ionization 
primarily into the p continuum. Explicit calculations of 
these rotational distributions for ionization out of both the 
A 2I • (3sCT) and the D 2:I + (3pcr) states9

•
16 quantitatively 

confirm this non-atomic-like behavior observed for high J 
values. The ZEKE-PES experiments of Sander et a/., .. 1 car
ried out through low N, levels of theA 2! • state of NO, also 
display these non-atomic-like rotational branching ratios. 
For the P 11 ( J ) ( J = 3/ 2-7/ 2) branch the dN = 0 peak is, 
as expected, dominant. For tl.N #-0, the even tl.N peaks are 
stronger than those for tl.N odd, in agreement with the 
dN =even propensity rule. However, the tl.N '1-0 peaks die 
off rapidly with increasing J of the resonant A 2:I • state. 
This dynamically interesting behavior is in contrast to the 
observed branching ratios for ionization via the high J lev
els. 2 •• • s 

In the present paper we repon calculated rotational 
branching ratios for very low energy ( SO me V) photoelec
trons resulting from ( I + I') REMPI via these same low J 
levels of the P 11 branch of the A 2 ! • state of NO. The main 
objective of these studies is to provide insight into the under
lying reasons for the diff'erence in the observed branching 
ratios for the high and low J levels. Although these calculat
ed rotational branching ratios agree well with the observed 
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ZEKE values for N , = 0 and I, they do not show the rapid 
die oft' of theM #0 peaks for higher N, seen experimentally. 
It is, in principle, possible that non-Born-Oppenheimer be
havior could inftuence these ZEKE spectra. However, the 
agreement between the calculated and measured ZEKE 
spectra for N, = 0 and I, suggests that these low-energy 
studies reproduce some of the essential dynamics of the 
ZEKE experiments. Furthermore, the calculated trends in 
M = 2 vs the M = 0 peaks could be understood on the 
basis of simple angular momentum transfer considerations. 
The validity of these arguments is further supported by the 
behavior of the branching ratios for REM PI via the R 

21 
( J) 

branch. To provide additional insight into the dynamics of 
the state-specific processes and for possible comparison with 
measurements we also present photoelectron angular distri
butions for ionization via the P,, ( J) branch. 

II. THEORY 

The framework for our analysis of REMPI processes 
has been described in detail elsewhere. " The ( 1 + I') 
REM PI process can be thought of as a one-photon excitation 
from an initially unaligned (all M 1 levels equally populated) 
&round state (X •n) to an aligned resonant intermediate 
state (A 2l: •) followed by a one-photon ionization out of 
this state: 

. "' It,/ NO X 2n(v" = 0..1 •) - NO• A 2l: • ( v ' = 0,./ ',N ' ) 

NO• X':t • (v.=O.J.=N. ) +r - (k) . ( I) 

Each M1 level is treated as an independent ionization 
channel, in the absence of M1 mixing terms (collision-free 
conditions, etc.) . The alignment of the resonant intermedi
ate state is then determined using lowest-order perturbation 
theory for these weak field excitations. For a single photon 
X •n -A 2l: • transition, the relative population p 11 (M1 ) is 
determined by the 3-j coefficient through'z.u 

0 
r )' 

- Mr A, (2) 

where J' and J • are the rotational quantum number of the 
A •:t • and the X •n states, respectively. Mr is the corre
sponding projection of J' on the z axis. The constant A is the 
one-photon line strength as given by Earls. •• The relative 
values of Pu do not depend on the line strengths for pure 
rotational branches. The total photoionization probability, 
P( J '.N '..1 • ,N • ,N + ) , is given by an incoherent sum over 
the individual M 1 levels' r , (J ' ,N',N . ), weighted with 
the corresponding relative populations p 11 

P( J'N '.J"N"N ) - ~ r ( J ' ' ' t ' + - kp, I ,N ,N + ). (3) 

In Eq. (3 ) r , ( J' ,N ',N . ) is proportional to (/IJJ I1) 2
, 

the square of the dipole matrix element between the final 
continuum state lf), and the resonant intermediate state li). 
Following Eq. (6) of Ref. 9, this matrix element can be writ
ten as (A,= A . = I') 

(fiJJ ii ) = L R (~.N.) L ~-· < - I )'' 
.~ .. , ,, 

(
N. 

X 0 
N, 

0 
(4 ) 

where N + • N, are the angular momentum of the ion and the 
resonant intermediate state (exclusive spin) , respectively, 
N, is the angular momentum transfer, I is the partial wave of 
the photoelectron orbital, and J.l is its magnetic quantum 
number (JJ = 0 for the q channel and J.l = ± I for the rr 
channels) . R ( ~) represent products of 3-j coefficients and 
other angular momentum factors (see Refs. 9 and II for 
further details) . The one-electron dipole matrix element rr 
between the orbital ofthe resonant state and partial wave I of 
the photoelectron wave function, is defined by Eq. ( 13) of 
Ref. 9. 

Using the properties of 3-j symbols ', and the symmetry 
relationship rr = ~- .. - ... it can be shown that the summa
tion over JJ in Eq. (4) vanishes unless N, + N, + N . 
= even and N, + I = odd. These conditions lead to the se

lection rule1 

N . - N, + 1= 6.N + I =odd. ( 5) 

This selection rule is independent of the excitation scheme to 
the intermediate state, and it is therefore applicable to any 
(n + I) REMPI process with a finall:- I transition.• The 
3su Rydberg character of the A 2I ' state of NO leads to a 
dominance of odd partial waves in the continuum (see later ) 
and hence to a propensity rule of 6.N = even for the REM PI 
via the A 2l: • state. This predicted propensity rule has been 
seen to be valid both experimentally and theoretically.'·•·•·•' 

For the A 2l: + state we use a SCF wave function ob
tained using an extensive Gaussian basis set, described else
where. 12 This basis contains diffuse functions to ensure the 
correct behavior of the tail region of the 6u orbital. A single 
center expansion of the 6u orbital of NO about the center of 
mass has the following partial wave components: 94.0% s, 
0.2% p, S.S% d, and 0.1% /. in agreement with previous 
calculations by Kaufmann rt al. •~ The photoelectron wave 
functions were obtained using the iterative Schwinger meth- , 
od " ·" in the frozen-core approximation and retaining up to 
I = 6 in the partial wave expansion of the photoelectron 
wave function. All matrix elements were determined at 
R, (A ' I • ) = 2.0095 bohr.•• To model the ZEKE spectra 
we used a photoelectron energy of SO meV. At this kinetic 
energy we do not expect any serious breakdown of the fixed 
nuclei approximation for these rotational studies. The cross 
sections were also seen to be relatively insensitive to changes 
in kinetic energy in this region. The partial wave decomposi
tion of the photoelectron matrix element ( ~ ~-1) for the ku 
channel is (normalized to the value of the p wave in the krr 
channel) : O. ISI2, 0.2522, 0.214S, 0.3273, and 0.0069 for 
I = 0,4, respectively, and for the krr channel: 1.0000, 0.0373, 
0.4927, and 0.0094 for I = 1.4, respectively. The I = I chan
nel is seen to be dominant, as anticipated on the basis of the 
bound state's high s character. The even-/ waves, however, 
contribute significantly to these matrix elements. The rota
tionally unresolved cross sections are u., = 0.316 Mb and 
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(b) 
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Eaper~me-..1 Calc• ..... 

(c) 
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E.a..,; •• ....a 
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FIG. I. (a) Eaperimen1al ( Ref. 7) and calculaled photoelectron spectra for 
REMPI v1a1he P, {3/ 2) branch ofthe~band oflheX 'II-A ' I • transi· 
lion, J • - 1/ 2, N • • 0. TM value ol N . is shown above exh peal<; (b) 
same IS ( a ), bul voalhe P, ('/ 2) branch, J. • 3/ 2, N. =I; (c) same IS 

(a), but v1athe P, (7/ 2) branch, J. - ' / 2, N. - 2; (d) same IS (a), but 
voalhe P, (9/ 2) branch, J. • 7/ 2, N. •3. 

R, , (1/ 1) 

R,. (5/ 1) 

. 
.. J ~ . 

A 

u w = 0.819 Mb with a total cross section of u..,. = 1.13S Mb 
(I Mb = 10 - 11 cm1

), similar to earlier results at higher en
ergies.' 

Ill. RESULTS 

In Fig. I, we compare the ZEKE spectra of Sander eta/.' 
for (I + I' l REM PI via the P,, ( J) ( J = 3/ 2,S/2, 7/2,9/ 2) 
branches with our calculated spectra at a photoelectron ki
netic energy of SO meV. The calculated branching ratios 
have been normalized to the most intense peak (AN= 0) 
and folded with a Gaussian detector function 
(FWHM = 1.0 meV), with a constant background signal 
added for experimental comparison. The position of the lines 
are calculated using molecular constant for the A 1l: • state 
of NO from Ref. 19. The dominance of even AN peaks in 
these spectra reftects the strong contribution of odd partial 
waves to the photoelectron wave function. The nontrivial 
magnitudes of the odd AN peaks are a consequence of the 
nonspherical character of the molecular ion potential which 
leads to strong coupling of the partial waves of the photo
electron wave function.'·10

•
11

·" 

The agreement between the experimental and calculat
ed PES of Figs. l(a)-l(b) for ionization via the P 11 (3/2) 
and P,, (S/2) branch, respectively, is remarkably good. One 
of the more striking features in the comparison of the spectra 
for J, = J,. = 1/2 and / 1 = J,. = 3/2 is the decrease in the 
relative intensity of the AN= 0 to 2 peaks. This behavior can 
be undentood in terms of angular momentum constraints 
imposed by Eqs. (-4) and (S) . In the case of the P 11 (3/2) 
branch where N, = 0, the only partial wave that can contrib
ute to the AN = 0 peak is I = I due to the requirement 
N + = N, = N, = 0. The AN= 0 signal for the P 11 ( 3/2) 
line is therefore a direct measure of the strength of the p 

. 
~ 

R, ' (3/ 1) 

R, , (7/ 1) 

FlO. 2. Calculated pbocoelecuoa 
spectra for JlEMPf via the .It,. ( .1) 

branches. J- 1/2-7/2, ol the ~ 
t..Dd ol the X '0-A ' I • tranaitioo. 
The value ol N. iJ shown above ach 
peak. J. - J, + I, N, - J. + 1/2 . 
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wave. Correspondingly, the value of the /3 2 coefficient in the 
photoelectron angular distributions would be 2. All higher /3 
coefficients must be zero for the J , = J,. = 1/ 2 state. How
ever, for the P, 1 ( 5/ 2) line both I = I and 3 partial waves 
contribute to the liN = 0 peak. Similarly, the liN = + 2 
signals for these P,, ( 3/2) and P, 1 ( 5/ 2 ) lines will also have 
contnbutions from higher odd partial waves ( I = 1,3, ... ). 
The magnitude of the liN = 0 peak relative to the 
liN= + 2 is hence expected to be larger for the P 11 ( 5/2) 
case than for the P, (3/2) . This argument can be further 
elaborated by considering the rotational branching ratios ex
pected in REMPI via the pure R 21 ( J = 1/ 2,3/2,5/2,7/2) 
lines. Branching ratios for these are shown in Fig. 2. In this 
case the F2 component of the J , = J,. = 3/ 2 level corre
sponds toN, = 2, and the I= I and 3 partial waves therefore 
also contribute to liN= 0. The relative branching ratios for 
liN = 0 and 2 peaks hence would not be expected, as seen in 
Fig. 2, to show the strong decrease with J, in contrast to the 
behavior of the P, 1 lines. 

The experimental ZEKE spectra of Fig. I show that the 
liN # 0 peaks die off rapidly with increasing N,. This behav
ior is in contrast to the calculated spectra. Although these 

N. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

0 8 8 0 0 

1 8 8 8 0 0 
N, 

2 0 8 8 8 0 0 

3 0 0 8 8 8 0 0 
F IG 3 Pho1oel«:1ron anaular dislnbuuons fo r REM PI Yla the P, ( J ) 

branches.} = )/2 - '112, ofthc()...{)band of thcX 111 - A 11 ' tranSitiOn as a 
funct1on o ( N., where N ~ is the rotational quantum number, less spm. oft he 
Jnrermediate stare (J - CT is verttcaJ. 

spectra do show an initial decrease in the liN # 0 peaks, the 
calculated relative peak heights approach the h1gh-J lim1t by 
N, = 3. This high-J limit ( ;.., 21.5 ) of the branching ratios 
agrees with recent PES measurements.2

·.., This result im
plies that the observed low-J low-kinetic energy ratios, as 
seen in Figs. l (a) - l (d ) would ultimately have to mc rease 
with J so as to reproduce this high-J behavior. 

Finally, the calculated liN = odd branch1ng ratios are 
generally smaller than those seen experimentall y The selec
tion rule in Eq. ( 5) shows that even photoelectron par tial 
waves contribute to these peaks. The discrepancy between 
the calculated and measured branching ratios for the 
liN = odd peaks may be due to the threshold behavior of the 
I = 0 wave. 

In Fig. 3, we show the rotationally resolved photoelec
tron angular distributions (PAD) for the spectra of Fig. I. 
These have been normalized, so that /30 = 1.00. In the weak
field approximation the maximum /3 L is /3 •. The PADs are 
dramatically state-dependent. As predicted, the PAD for 
N, = N + = 0, has a pure p-wave character. Note that the 
PADs for the same jliN !'s, as a function of J, are similar for 
different J,, reflecting similarities in the contributing waves 
of the continuum in the high-J limit. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

We have reported rotational branching ratios for very 
low photoelectron energies (SO meV) resulting from 
( I + I' ) REM PI via low J levels of theA 2I. • (3su ) state of 
NO. Comparison with experimental spectra at zero-kinetic 
energy ( ZEKE) of Sander~~ a/. 7 shows good agreement for 
ionization through the N, = 0 and I levels, but significant 
discrepancies remain for N1 = 2 and 3 where the rapid die otf 
of the liN # 0 peaks seen experimentally is not reproduced 
by the present results. A possible cause of this discrepancy is 
other state-dependent competing processes, such as autoion
ization and predissociation. The experimental spectra, how
ever, do not seem to support the presence of autoionization. 7 

The: trends in the calculated branching ratios can also be 
understood in terms of simple angular momentum (I,N ,, 
N + ) changes in the ionization step. Calculated photoelec
tron angular distributions also show a strong dependence on 
liN reflecting the changing composition of the photoelec
tron wave function. These results serve to underscore the 
molecular nature of the photoionization process. 
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Rota tiona II y-resol ved photoelectron angular dis-

tributions in resonance enhanced multiphoton ioniza

tion of NO 

[The text of this chapter appeared in: H. Rudolph and V. McKoy, sub

mitted to J . Chern. Phys. (contribution no. 7937)] 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI), coupled with 

high resolution photoelectron spectroscopy, has in recent years proven 

to be an important state-specific probe of the photoionization dynamics 

of molecular excited states. While vibrationally-resolved spectra have 

been measured for many systems with conventional photoelectron spectros

copy,1-2 rotational resolution has been achieved in just a few cases. 3
-

5 

When combined with photoelectron angular detection such rotationally-re

solved spectra provide a very detailed dynamical picture of the 

photoionization process. For example, the photoelectron angular measure

ments parallel and perpendicular to the polarization vector by Reilly et 

a1. 5 in rotationally-resolved REMPI via the D2 ~(3pa) state of NO, made 

it possible to explicitly identify the surprisingly large p-wave charac

ter of the photoelectron wave function. 

The preceding paper6 reports the results of measurements of photoe

lectron angular distributions and ionic rotational branching ratios for 

(1+1') REMPI via the A2 ~(3sa) of N0. 7 In this paper we present calcu

lated rotational branching ratios along with photoelectron angular dis

tributions associated with these same REMPI processes. This work extends 

our earlier studies8 - 15 where we addressed underlying dynamical features 

associated with measurements of rotationally resolved REMPI spectra of 

the 2 ~ Rydberg states of N0. 4 - 5 · 15 - 16 These features included: (i) ion 

rotational distributions which manifest the significant non-atomic-like 

character of molecular photoelectron orbitals e.g., a strong ~-0 peak 

in the rotational branching ratios seen in photoionization of the essen-
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tially atomic 3p orbital of the D2 ~ state of NO, implying a 3p~kp tran-

sition in accordance with the 6N+i-odd selection rule, 11 •
14

- 15 (ii) de-

pendence of ion rotational branching ratios on intermediate state align-

ment , 1 2 and ( 1· 1· 1· ) t d d f · 1 b h · t · t s rong epen ence o rotat1ona ranc 1ng ra 1os a 

low J-values of the resonant state. 13 

Our ionic rotational branching ratios and photoelectron angular 

distributions are calculated at a photoelectron energy of =180 meV for 

(1+1') REMPI via the R21 (20 . 5), P
21

+Q
11

(25.5), and P
11 

(22.5) branches of 

the A2~ state of NO. The photoelectron angular distributions are 

branch-dependent with branching ratios symmetric around 6N-O for the 

high J branches accessed in the present study (J=20.5) . This is in con-

trast to the behavior at low-J where the branching ratios show a strong 

asymmetry and dependence on J. 13 • 16 The calculated branching ratios and 

photoelectron angular distributions are found to agree well with the ex-

perimental results of Allendorf et a1., 6 - 7 although some disagreement 

is seen for the 6N--2 signal of the R
21

(20.5) branch. 

II. THEORY 

The theoretical method used in the present studies has been de-

scribed previously. 9 
• 

17 Here we only discuss a few pertinent details . 

The (1+1') REMPI process of interest here is viewed as a one-photon 

excitation from an initially unaligned (all MJ-levels equally populated) 

ground state (X2 IT) to an aligned resonant intermediate state (A2 ~) with 

subsequent one-photon ionization out of this state, 
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~ -O,J ,N ) 
i i 

(l) 
+ 1 + 

NO XL (v -O,J - N) + e (k). 
+ + + 

For linearly polarized light and in the absence of collisions and 

other MJ-mixing interactions, each MJ-level can be treated as an inde-

pendent ionization channel. For the present weak-field studies the rela-

tive population of the MJ-levels (p
11

) of the intermediate state is ade-

quately described by, 

[

J 
ex 0 

M 
i 

(2) 

where A is the line strength given in Ref. 18. The probability P(e,¢) 

of photoelectron ejection in the direction (e,¢) with respect to the 

laser polarization vector (t) is then given by an incoherent sum over 

both the photoionization probability f
1 

of the individual MJ-levels and 

rotational branches (for mixed branches), 

L /2 
max 

P(e,¢) - L [ R P (cose). 
I-'2L 2L 

(3) 

branches i L- 0 

In the second summation the photoelectron angular distributions are ex-

pressed as a weighted sum over Legendre polynomials of even order. Lmax 

is determined by the dynamics of the particular REMPI process and is 4 

for the present (1+1') low intensity high-J experiments. In the evalu-

ation of Eq . (3) it is assumed that the polarization vectors of the two 

photons in the (1+1') REMPI scheme are parallel. It is simple to extend 
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Eq . (2) to allow for an arbitrary angle between the vectors . In the fol-

lowing we assume the lasers to be polarized parallel to each other un-

less otherwise specified . Changing the angle between the polarization 

vectors of the excitation and ionization lasers simply probes the de-

pendence of the cross sections (and angular distributions) on the align-

ment of the intermediate state. 

We assume the X2 ll state to be intermediate between Hund's case (a) 

and Hund's case (b), and the resonant 2 ~ and final 1 ~ states to be ad-

equately described by Hund's case (b) coupling . In the present 

frozen-core and orbital approximation, 9 the photoionization probability 

for a particular MJ level f
1 

is proportional to <fl~li>2 , the square of 

the one-electron matrix element between the final continuum orbital, 

If>, and the resonant Rydberg orbital, 1 i> . For the REMPI process of 

Eq. (l) <fl~li> can then be written as, 13 

(4) 

where N and N are the angular momenta of the ion and the resonant in-
+ i 

termediate state (exclusive of spin) respectively . Nt is the angular mo-

mentum transfer, £ is a partial wave of the photoelectron wave function, 

and ~ is its corresponding projection on the molecular axis (~-0 and ±l 

for the ka and k1t-channels respectively). R( () and ( represent other 

variables and summation indices . Details are given in Ref . 9. 
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Th b f .e,.,. f E e ound- ree matrix element, rfi , o q. (4) between the inter-

mediate state and the photoelectron continuum wave function can be writ-

ten as 

.e,.,. 
r 
fi 

A A 

Y.e (r')lrY I~ .e (r) Y.e (r')> . 
'A lp. i O 

0
0 

(5) 

For a central potential .e•-.e. However, for the non-central potential of 

molecular ions, .e~.e· terms are present and can be substantial due to the 

anisotropy of the molecular ion potential . This £-coupling in the photo -

electron wave function in turn influences the ionic rotational distribu-

t . u . h 1 . h . .e,.p. .2-p.-p. d h . 1ons. s1ng t e symmetry re at1ons 1p, rfi -rfi , an t e propert1es 

of the 3-j symbols, 19 - 20 it can be shown that the summation in Eq . (4) 

vanishes for the (1+1') process of Eq. (1) unless Nt +N
1 
+£-even and 

Nt+£-odd . This leads to the selection rule, 14 

N 
+ 

N + .e - 6N + .e - odd, 
i 

(6) 

where 6N is the difference between the angular momentum of the interme-

diate state (exclusive of spin) and the final ionic state . An atom-

ic-like picture would predict that photoionization of the A
2 2.! (3sa) 

state should occur primarily via the p-wave (3s~kp) and Eq.(6) therefore 

predicts a 6N-even propensity rule . 

For the electronic wave function of the intermediate A
2 2.! state we 

used the improved virtual orbital approximation (IV0)
21 

with an exten-

sive Gaussian basis set that ensures the correct nodal and long-range 

behavior of the diffuse Rydberg state . 1 1 Single-center expansion of the 
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6a (3sa) orbital of the A2 2!" state around the center-of-mass ( CM) has 

the following partial wave composition : 94.0% s-, 0.2% p-, 5.5% d-, and 

0 . 1% £-character . The photoelectron continuum functions were calculated 

using the iterative Schwinger method in the frozen-core approxima-

tion . 2 2
-

2 3 All matrix elements are evaluated numerically for the equi-

librium internuclear distance of 2 . 0069 a . u . of the A2 2!" state . 24 The 

photoelectron energy in the ( 1+1') REMPI experiments of Allendorf et 

al.s-7 is -183 meV for the t.N-0 signal. We have previously found the 

bound- free matrix elements, r£~'~' and the ionic rotational branching 
f i ' 

ratios to be rather energy independent for REMPI via the A2 2! state11 

and hence the branching ratios are all evaluated assuming a single pho-

toelectron energy of 183 meV. 

The calculated partial wave composition of the resulting photoelec-

tron matrix elements and their relative phases are listed in Table I . 

These can be compared with the experimentally derived elements shown in 

Table IV of the preceding paper . The p-wave (.2-1) of the krr continuum 

is the most dominant. The d-wave of the ka continuum is seen to be 

stronger than expected from the atomic picture (.2- .2
0 

±1) . This mixing 

arises from the non-isotropic nature of the molecular potential. 

III. RESULTS 

In Fig. 1 we compare the photoelectron angular distributions of 

Allendorf et al. 6 for (1+1') REMPI of the NO A2 2!" state via the 

rotationally clean R
21

(20.5) branch with our calculated distributions. 
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Also shown are the angular distributions via the magic-angle-(54 . 7° be

tween the polarization direction of the two photons)-excited R21 (20 . 5) 

branch (see Ref. 6 for details). The intermediate state is unaligned for 

this excitation geometry i.e., all MJ levels are equally populated, and 

the /34 coefficient of Eq. (3) is hence zero (see Table II). The calcu

lated and experimental photoelectron angular distributions are generally 

in good agreement, although there is some discrepancy for the AN--2 sig

nal via the R21 (20 . 5) branch for both excitation geometries. The branch

ing ratios and angular distributions are expected to be almost symmetric 

around AN-0 for these high-J studies. We are not able to account for 

this discrepancy within the context of the present theoretical frame

work. 

Fig. 2 compares the experimental6 and calculated photoelectron an

gular distributions for the mixed P21 +Q11 (25.5) branch. Also shown are 

the calculated results for the pure P
11

(22.5) branch. The agreement be

tween the predicted and measured photoelectron angular distributions is 

very good for the mixed P
21

+Q
11

(25.5) branch. Note that the angular 

distributions for this mixed branch (P
21

+Q
11

(25.5)) are distinctly dif

ferent from those of the R
21 

(20.5) branch (see Fig. 1). This reflects 

the importance and influence of the intermediate state's alignment on 

the rotationally-resolved photoelectron angular distributions. 

The rotationally-unresolved distributions are (see Figs. 1 and 2) 

almost branch independent. This stresses the difficulty of probing 

alignment of the intermediate state with such distributions. 2 5
-

2 6 
The 

calculated asymmetry parameters in Table II also illustrate this since 
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the rotationally unresolved signals are dominated by the strong t.N=O 

signal . Recent rotationally unresolved (2+1) REMPI experiments via the 

E2 ~ state of NO have also shown the photoelectron angular distributions 

to be rather insensitive to the intermediate state's alignment, 2 5 in 

agreement with the present case . Theoretical calculations confirm that 

the rotationally unresolved angular distributions via the E-state are 

alignment independent and that the rotationally resolved distributions 

are very branch dependent . 26 

The model employed by Allendorf et a1. 6 to fit the experimental an-

gular distributions as in Fig. 9-12 of Ref. 6, is based on the same the-

oretical framework used in our analysis. The photoelectron matrix ele-

ments are treated there as adjustable fitting parameters. 6 Within this 

model these branching ratios and angular distributions should be almost 

symmetric around t.N- 0. The asymmetry of the t.N-+2 angular distributions 

for the R21 (20 . 5) branch in Fig . 5 of Ref. 6 can therefore not be 

accounted for on the basis of the present model or fits based on it. The 

asymmetry between the measured and the "model" fits must therefore be 

due to perturbations not included in the model or to experimental uncer-

tainties. 

Table III lists the calculated angle- integrated ionic rotational 

branching ratios. The t.N- 0 signal is dominant for all branches and is 

more than five times stronger than the t.N-±2 signals and -20 times 

stronger than the t.N-±1 signals. These t.N-±1 signals had not been re-

. 4- 5 solved in earlier exper~ments, d h . 11 9 11 but were predicte t eoret~ca y ' 

to be -5% of the t.N-0 signal. This agrees well with the experimental re-

sults. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

We have reported the ionic rotational branching ratios and photoe

lectron angular distributions for low photoelectron energies resulting 

from (1+1') REMPI via the R
21

(20 . 5), P
11

(22.5), and P
21

+Q11 (25 . 5) 

branches of the A2 ~(3sa) state of NO. Comparison with the experimental 

high resolution experimental results of Allendorf et al. 6
-

7 shows quan

titative agreement between the calculated and measured values. The ion

ic rotational branching ratios are seen to be weakly branch dependent . 

However, the rotationally resolved photoelectron angular distributions 

are very branch (alignment) dependent, whereas the rotationally unre

solved ones are less so . This makes it difficult to probe the alignment 

of intermediate states via rotationally unresolved measurements. The 

rotationally resolved photoelectron angular distributions are clearly 

important for elucidating the dynamical details of the REMPI process . 
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TABLE I 

Bound-free matrix element, r:~~. and relative phases for a photoelectron 

kinetic energy of ~in-183 meV, as defined by Eq. (5). The magnitudes 

and phases are normalized to £- 1 (p-wave) of the krr continuum. 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

m- 0 (ka-channel) 

jrj 

0 . 294 

0 . 519 

0 . 412 

0.667 

0.016 

9(rad) 

4 . 88 

2 . 97 

4. 77 

4 . 78 

0.15 

jmj - 1 (krr-channels) 

lrl 

=1 . 000 

0.037 

0 . 500 

O.Oll 

9(rad) 

=0.00 

0.00 

1. 61 

3.31 
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TABLE II 

Calculated asymmetry parameters (~2 L) for the R
21

(20 . 5), R21 (20 . 5) (una

ligned), P21 +Q
11

(25 . 5), and the P
11

(22 . 5) branches, as defined by Eq. 

(3), with ~0 =1.000. 

-2 

-1 

0 

+1 

+2 

rot. 

R21 ( 20. 5) 

0.676 

1. 724 

1.794 

1. 730 

0.666 

0 . 251 0.580 0.000 

0 . 111 1 . 492 0.000 

-0.068 1.835 0.000 

0.099 1 . 492 0.000 

0.222 0.580 0.000 

unres . 1.458 0 . 027 1 . 486 0.000 

0.387 

0.824 

1.886 

0.829 

0 . 409 

-0.507 

-0.318 

0.087 

-0 .280 

-0 .450 

1. 548 -0.040 

t 'unaligned' (54.7°), see text for details 

0.665 

1.699 

1 . 800 

1. 704 

1.704 

0.655 

0 . 222 

0.100 

-0 . 059 

0.088 

0 . 195 

0.195 
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TABLE III 

Calculated angle- integrated rotational branching ratios normalized to 

the t.N-0 signal 

R21 (20.5) 

-2 0 . 199 0 . 167 0.126 0.194 

-1 0 . 053 0.040 0.024 0.051 

0 =1.00 =1.00 =1.00 =1.00 

+1 0.055 0 . 042 0 . 025 0 . 053 

+2 0.216 0.182 0.138 0.211 

t 'unaligned' (54 . 7°), see text for details 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Rotationally resolved (AN) and unresolved experimental (from 

Ref . 6) and calculated photoelectron angular distributions 

for the R
21

(20.5) and unaligned R
21

(20 . 5) branch, see text 

for details. 

Same as Fig . l , but for the mixed P
21

+Q
11 

(25.5) branch. Also 

shown are the calculated photoelectron angular distribu

tions for the pure P
11

(22 . 5) branch. 
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Chapter 5: Dependence of NO rotational photoioniza tion 

propensity rules on electron kinetic energy 

[The text of this chapter appeared in: Xinbei Song, Ellen Sekreta, James 

P. Reilly, H. Rudolph, and V. McKoy, submitted to J . Chern. Phys. 

(contribution no. 7920)] 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, the technique of resonant enhanced multiphoton 

ionization (REMPI) 

spectroscopy (PES) 

combined with high 

has proven useful 

resolution photoelectron 

in elucidating both the 

characteristics of intermediate electronic states and the dynamics of 

excited- state photoionization. 1 - 19 While considerable interest has been 

focussed on the vibrational state distribution of the ions formed, and 

how that relates to differences between excited state and ion potential 

energy surfaces, a few recent experiments have achieved rotational 

resolution in the photoelectron spectra and provided valuable insight 

into the propensity rules for these processes . 4
•

6
•

10
•

12 These 

experiments are possible because specific single rovibrational levels of 

a certain electronic state can be excited with a pulse of narrowband 

laser radiation, the excited molecule ionized with the same light pulse , 

and the kinetic energies of the ejected electrons measured with a 

resolution sufficient to resolve the different rotational states of the 

ions. This approach to extracting rotational photoionization propens i t y 

rules has several advantages over photoionization of ground state 

molecules . First, ionization takes place from a single rotational state 

rather than from a thermal distribution of rotational levels, so the 

resulting spectra are simpler to interpret. Second, different types of 

electronic states can be excited and their varying characteristics 

probed. Third, by using different colors of light for the excitation 

and ionization steps, it is possible to study the effect of ioniz i ng 

wavelength, and thus electron kinetic energy , on the rotational 

propensity rules. 
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Selection rules governing the changes in rotational angular 

momentum, 6N, of a diatomic molecule upon ionization can be obtained via 

angular momentum and parity considerations. 6
•
21 - 22 Although such 

selection rules provide no information about the relative intensities of 

the peaks predicted to appear in a particular spectrum, they have been 

useful in interpreting our earlier experimental results on N0 . 10 • 12 In 

particular, they correctly predict the observed 6N-O, ±2 propensity when 

ionizing from the A2 ~(3so) state, and the 6N-O, ±2 and 6N-O, ±3 

propensities observed when ionizing from different spin components of 

the C2 IT(3px) state . However, when ionizing from the D2 ~(3po) state of 

NO , in addition to the anticipated 6N-±l, ±3 peaks, we observed a very 

intense and unexpected 6N-O peak . 12 Although the simplest explanation 

for such a peak in the photoelectron spectrum is that the 02 ~ (3po) 

Rydberg state might have a non-negligible amount of s character , SCF 

calculations 

case . 12 . 20 , 22 

conclusively demonstrated that this was not the 

We then suggested, and through calculations later 

verified, that £-mixing in the continuum can lead to a detectable 6N-O 

peak. 12 · 23 · 24 The fact that the 6N-O peak completely vanished when the 

photoelectron spectrum was recorded with light polarized perpendicular 

to the electron flight direction12 is consistent with this hypothesis . 

Calculations further suggested that the relative magnitudes of all of 

the observed peaks, including the 6N-O feature, must depend on the 

kinetic energy of the ejected electron , and that this effect is much 

more pronounced in ionization of the 02~ (3po) state of NO than the 

A2~ (3so) state. 23 · 24 In the present work, a particular rotational 

level of the 02 ~ (3po) state is excited and photoelectron spectra 
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measured with one of five different ionizing wavelengths. Calculations 

predicting the observed rotational state distributions are performed for 

precisely the photoionization wavelengths used experimentally . Although 

comparison of the predicted and observed spectra is encouraging, several 

discrepancies remain suggesting that a proper description of the 

D2 ~(3pa) electronic state of NO may be more complicated than had been 

anticipated. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

In our previous rotationally-resolved photoelectron experiments , 

selected rotational levels of the 02 ~ state of NO were reached by a 

two-photon process, and one additional photon was sufficiently energetic 

to induce ionization. The high light intensities required to two - photon 

excite the 0 2 ~ state very efficiently ionized the excited molecules. 

This high photoionization efficiency becomes a problem in any two-color 

experiment in which the photoionization wavelength is varied ; 

ionization of the NO by the intense light that two-photon excited it 

cannot be avoided! To circumvent this problem we chose in the present 

experiments to excite the 02 ~ state of NO by a one-photon process using 

light at approximately 1871A. Since the lifetime of the D2 ~ state of 

NO is known to be rather short (about 20 ns), 25 very little time jitter 

between the excitation and tunable photoionization light pulses can be 

tolerated . This suggests that a single pump laser should be used to 

generate both the excitation and ionization radiation needed in these 

experiments. The method employed is schematically displayed in Fig. 1 . 
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A Quanta Ray Nd :YAG laser acted as our primary light source producing 

1.064 ~radiation with a repetition rate of 10 Hz . This radiation was 

frequency doubled in a Quanta Ray Model HG-2 harmonic generator. The 

resulting 532 nm light pumped a rhodamine 6G dye laser whose output was 

frequency doubled and mixed with the fundamental of the YAG laser in a 

Quanta Ray Wavelength Extension System (WEX). Wavelengths in the region 

of 2210-2230 A were thus obtained. The output from the WEX was focussed 

near the center of a high pressure (200 psi) hydrogen Raman shifting 

cell. The beams emerging from the Raman cell were collimated by a lens 

and dispersed by an equilateral prism. The first and second anti-Stokes 

lines and the first through fifth Stokes lines were all observed. The 

light wavelengths and pulse energies for all of these lines are listed 

in Table I. The second anti-Stokes line at 1871 A was appropriate for 

initially exciting the D2 r (3pa) Rydberg state. This radiation was 

refracted directly into the spectrometer by a second equilateral prism. 

The other Stokes lines, used as ionizing radiation, were reflected by 

four right angle prisms and focussed into the spectrometer in a 

counterpropagating direction. The light arrived in the photoelectron 

spectrometer 4 nanoseconds after the initial excitation pulse. The 

plane of polarization of all radiation was parallel to the electron 

flight direction. The reason that perpendicular polarization was not 

also used in the present experiment, as in the past , 12 is that the count 

rate in the perpendicular direction is much smaller, so these 

experiments take longer than the parallel polarization experiments , and 

it was difficult to stabilize the complicated nonlinear optical light 

production for such extended periods. In addition, the small signals 

obtained in the perpendicular direction could hardly be distinguished 
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from the spectrometer photoemission background. 

In order to know when we were exciting a particular rotational 

lev el of the D2 ~ excited electronic state, it was necessary to record 

and ass i gn a wavelength scan of an entire vibrational band . The D2 ~ ~ 

X2 II 0-0 band was recorded using a 1+1' REMPI process with the second 

anti-Stokes and the second Stokes radiation produced as described above . 

During the wavelength scan , acceleration grids were used to collect a 

substantial fraction of the electrons generated. 

Nitric oxide gas (Matheson Grade CP) was purified by several 

freeze-thaw cycles to remove residual air and other oxides of nitrogen . 

An effusive beam of NO was streamed through a 30- J.lm nozzle into the 

ionization chamber of the photoelectron spectrometer which was 

maintained at a pressure of 5.0 x 10- 5 torr by a CTI model CRYO-TORR 8 

high vacuum pump. The spectrometer , which operates on the time of 

flight principle , has been previously described . 2 6 The second anti

Stokes radiation was tuned to a particular D2 ~ ~ X2 II rovibrational 

line to excite molecules that were then ionized with one of the 8 

available UV and visible colors . Electrons were detected with two 

Varian-8900 microchannel plates in tandem . The resulting signals were 

amplified and digitized with a Biomation 6500 waveform recorder and 

LeCroy 2228A and 4208 time to digital converters (TDCs) with time 

resolution of 250 ps per channel and 1 ns per channel respectively . The 

data were stored in a PC's Limited AT-compatible computer . Spectra were 

subsequently converted from linear in time to linear in kinetic energy 

and then transferred to a plotter. 
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THEORETICAL 

The (1+1') REMPI via the D 2~ state of NO, 

hv hv' 
NO(X 2 ll(v''-0,J'')]~ NO*(o 2~+(v'-O,J' ,N')]~ 

+ 1 + - -NO [X~ (v -O,J -N )]+e (k) 
+ + + 

(1 ) 

can be viewed as a two-step process: a one-photon excitation from an in-

itially unaligned X2 ll ground state (all MJ-levels equally populated) to 

the aligned D 2~ intermediate state, followed by subsequent one-photon 

ionization out of this aligned state . Details of the theory of molecular 

REMPI processes used in these studies have been described in ref . 27 , 

while the general aspects of REMPI of NO have been discussed in refs. 21 

and 22 . 

Under the collision-free conditions of the current experiments 

alignment of the resonant state is preserved and each (allowed) MJ-chan-

nel can be treated as an independent ionization channel. The total prob-

ability P(9,4l) for photoelectron ejection in the direction (9,41) with 

respect to the polarization vector (t) of the laser light is given by 

P(9,41) - L L rM M PM M , 

J' M J' J' J' J' 

(2) 

J. 

where the incoherent sum over allowed J'-levels accounts for the mixed 

rotational branches via the D 2~ state (J'-N'±l/ 2) (e.g. Q21 +R 11 (J' )), 
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r is the ionization probability out of the MJ , level , and PM M 
MJ,MJ, J' J' 

its population . For the low intensity experiments of interest here , 

PM M is adequately described by a product of 3-j coefficients and the 
J . J. 

line-strength A(J'' ,N'' , J' ,N')28 

ex 
[

J " 1 

M J 'o 
MJ' ]

2 

A(J'',N'' , J' ,N') . 
J' 

(3) 

The photoionization probability, P(8), can be expanded in Legendre 

polynomials PL(cos(8)) as 

L / 2 max 

P(8) - L 
L-o 

{j P (cos(8)) . 
2L 2L 

(4) 

For the present 2-photon (1+1') REMPI study , with relatively high values 

of J' and low laser intensity, Lmax is 4. The photoelectron signal de-

tected along the direction of polarization of the laser is therefore 

The electronic wave function for the intermediate 0 2~ state is ob-

tained via diagonalization of the static - exchange potential associated 

with the X 1~ ground state of NO+ . 12 • 20 •
24

• 29 We used the same Gaussian 

basis as in Ref. 24, except that the functions at the center-of -mass 

(CM) were taken from ref. 20 (s- , p- , and d- functions with exponents 

larger than 0. 0008) . This basis gives a calculated total energy o f 
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-129 . 03587 a.u. for the D 2~(3pa) state at R-2 . 0069 a . u . A partial wave 

decomposition of the resulting 3pa orbital about the CM gives 0.6% s- , 

98 . 8% p-, 0.4% d-, and 0 . 1% f-character, respectively, in agreement with 

previous calculations. 12 • 21 • 24 This same basis set gives a total energy 

of -129 . 07363 a.u . for the A 2~(3sa) state at R-2.0069 a.u . , and a sin-

gle-center expansion of the 3sa orbital around the CM of 94.0% s- , 0 . 2% 

p-, 5.5% d-, and 0.1% f-character, respectively . 

Determination of the MJ-resolved photoionization probability 

r involves sums of the square of the bound- free matrix elements 
MJ,MJ' 

r£:>."' 
f i • 

( 5 ) 

between the resonant Rydberg and photoelectron orbitals. The photoelec-

tron continuum functions are calculated using the iterative Schwinger 

variational method. 3 0 
• 

31 These photoelectron orbitals are obtained as 

solutions of a one-electron Schrodinger equation containing the non-

spherical, non-local potential of the molecular ion. The partial wave 

coupling in these molecular photoelectron orbitals is important for the 

description of the non-atomic nature of molecular photoionization. All 

matrix elements are evaluated for a fixed internuclear distance of 

R-2. 0069 a. u. corresponding to the equilibrium distance of the 2~ 

Rydberg states. 32 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The wavelength dependence of the NO+ ion yield is displayed in Fig . 

2a . The simulation of this band, obtained using spectroscopic constants 

of NO that are known in both the ground and excited vibronic states, 3 2 

is shown in Fig . 2b . This simulation assumes that the 02 :r+ state is 

described by Hund' s case (b) and that the X2 IT state is intermediate 

between Hund's cases (a) and (b). 33 There is a 119 . 7 em- 1 separation 

between the X2 IT
112 

and X2 IT
312 

levels of the NO ground state, leading to 

and 0 2.,..... +-- x2 IT 
..I.. 3/2 sub-bands. In addition, the 

interaction between rotation of the nuclei and electronic orbital 

angular momentum (A-doubling) splits each rotational level of the IT 

state into two components . Because of the large energy-level separation 

in the NO ground state, the selection rule ~-0, ±1 does not apply and 

all transitions consistent with the selection rule 6J-O, ±1 and + ~ -

are possible . Therefore , R
1

, Q
1

, P
1

, 5 R
21

, RQ
21 

and QP21 branches are 

f d f X2 IT 1 1 d R Q P QR PQ d 0 P branches orme rom 
11 2 

eve s, an 
2 

, 2 , 2 , 12 , 1 2 an 12 

from the X2 IT3/2 level . The intensities of the rotational lines were 

calculated using Earls' equation . 28 As can be seen from a comparison of 

figs. 2a and 2b, it is quite evident that an additional transition must 

be occurring in this wavelength region. This transition can be assigned 

as the A2 :r+ +-- X2 IT 4-0 band whose absolute position and rotational 

structure were calculated from other known spectroscopic constants . A 

simulation of the A2 :r+ +-- X2 IT 4-0 band is separately displayed in Fig . 

2c . In the absorption spectrum of nitric oxide between 1700 A and 2300 

A, the o2 :r+ +-- x2 IT o-o band, the A2:r+ +-- X2 IT 4-0 band and the B2 IT +-- X2 IT 

8-0 band have been found to be overlapped . 34 The former two bands are 
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more intense than the third. The presence of this overlapping 

absorption introduced considerable congestion into the spectrum and 

severely limits the number of non-overlapping rotational transitions 

that can be cleanly excited. Nevertheless, towards the short wavelength 

end of the spectrum it was possible to assign a rather weak, relatively 

resolvable feature. An expanded view of this area of the spectrum is 

displayed in Fig. 3. Based on the slit function used in our spectral 

simulation, it is possible to estimate that the linewidth of our tunable 

VUV radiation was about 1 . 2 cm- 1 . 

The particular spectral line that we chose to focus on (labelled 

"II" in Fig. 3) actually involves two overlapping transitions: R
1 

(17.5) and (17 . 5) . This line 

relatively small overlap with lines 

was selected because of 

in the A 2 2!" +- X2 n ( 4 , 0) 

its 

band 

referred to previously . Although the two overlapping transitions 

involve different J levels in the 02 '2!" state' the rotational quantum 

number N in both of these upper levels is 18 . Therefore, this mixed 

line can be used to study rotational photoionization propensities . 

With approximately 2.4 ~ of the second antistokes radiation alone 

we recorded the photoelectron spectrum displayed in Fig. 4. As can be 

seen from Table I, with such a short ionizing wavelength the kinetic 

energies of the ejected electrons are near 4 eV, and our TOF electron 

spectrometer's resolution is insufficient to distinguish ions generated 

in different rotational states. Nevertheless, it is quite apparent that 

ions are being produced in more than one vibrational state. The 

separation between the two principal features displayed in Fig. 4 is 
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approximately 1.15 eV , which corresponds to the separation between the 

v-0 and v - 4 ion vibrational states . Since the Franck- Condon factor 

connecting the v - 4 level of an ion with the v-0 level of an excited 

Rydberg state is extremely small, the most likely explanation for their 

appearanc e is that there is sufficient overlap between the D2 r +-- X2 rr 

( 0 , 0) and A2 :rt" +-- X2 TT (4,0) bands so that a substantial fraction of the 

initially excited molecules are in the A-state . This could be due to 

ov erlapping spectral transitions or simply because the v- 0 level of the 

D2 :rt" state vibronically mixes with the nearby v- 4 level of the A2 :rt" 

state. The latter hypothesis will be further considered below . 

The limited electron energy resolution attainable when electrons 

are ejected with rather substantial kinetic energies is not the only 

problem associated with using short wavelength radiation . A second one 

is that the light induces a substantial photoemission that appears as a 

background over a wide range of electron energies. Because of these two 

problems we did not record two-color laser photoelectron spectra with 

either the fundamental or the first anti-Stokes line . Instead, we 

concentrated on photoionizing with the first, second, third, fourth , and 

fifth Stokes lines whose wavelengths and photon energies are listed in 

Table I. In order to record these two-color photoelectron spectra , it 

was important to strictly limit the fluence of second anti-Stokes 

radiation with a small aperture, while using substantially higher 

intensity Stokes radiation pulses. In this way, most of the D2 :rt" state 

NO molecules were ionized with Stokes light. 

Photoelectron spectra obtained by exciting with the second anti-
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Stokes line and ionizing with the fifth, fourth, third, second, and 

first Stokes lines are displayed in figs. 5a-5e. Only that part of each 

spectrum corresponding to ions produced in their ground vibrational 

state is displayed . Although in a few cases the peaks corresponding to 

v-4 ions were rotationally resolved, the resulting rotational state 

distributions were not so simple as those associated with v-0 ions since 

no effort was made to excite a single level characterized by just one N 

quantum number. 

We have previously studied branching ratios for (2+1) REMPI via the 

D 2~ state. 12
•

24 The agreement between the calculated and measured 

branching ratios was quite good except for an anomalously strong ~-0 

signal seen experimentally for parallel (e-O) photoelectron detection, 

indicating, by virtue of the selection rule ~+£-odd, the presence of a 

strong p-wave in the continuum. 22 Our calculated rotational branching 

ratios and total cross sections for (2+1') REMPI of NO via the D 2~ 

state were also highly dependent on the photoelectron kinetic energy. 

The branching ratios of the present (1+1') REMPI experiments can also be 

expected to display a similar dependence on photoelectron energy. Fig . 5 

shows the experimental (a-e) and calculated (f-j) branching ratios for 

parallel detection in (1+1') REMPI via the mixed Q
21

+R
11

(17.5) branch of 

the D 2~ state. These calculated branching ratios have been convoluted 

with a Lorentzian detector function with a FWHM determined from the ex

perimental resolution (5.5-14 meV). The measured and calculated branch

ing ratios are strongly dependent on the photoelectron kinetic energy . 

The ~-0 signal is significant at all photoelectron energies and most 

dominant at -0 . 85eV. The high ~peaks (±4,±5), experimentally observed 
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at higher kinetic energies, are not seen in the calculated spectra. In 

the calculated branching ratios the ~-0 signal is significant through-

out the whole energy range but not as dominant as seen experimentally. 

The presence of the ~-0 signal in the calculated branching ratios 

probes the .e-1 character of the photoelectron orbital. To illustrate 

this, we give the partial wave decomposition of the bound-free matrix 

elements, proportional to lr::~ 12 as a function of .e and energy in 

Table II. The k~-channel is dominant at lower energies. Further, as ex-

pected from an atomic-like photoionization picture (£-£
0
±1), the d-wave 

(£-2) is substantial throughout. The pa-wave (£-l,m_e-0) is, however, far 

from negligible and is primarily responsible for the ~-0 signal. 

At these low energies the ~-0 signal is a measure of the contribu-

tion of the .e-1 wave of the photoelectron orbital to the transition mo-

ment. Comparison of the predicted and measured ~-0 signals indicates 

that this component of the photoelectron matrix element is being under-

estimated in the calculations. Our experience in studies of REMPI of 

other 2~ states of NO suggests that this behavior is not due to inaccu-

racies in the photoelectron orbitals. 12 • 20 •
24

• 35 The vibronic spectrum 

of the D-state shows some differences from that of the other Rydberg 

states which suggest a possible explanation for these discrepancies. As 

a Rydberg state the D-state is expected to have vibrational constants 

similar to those of the NO+ X 1~ ground state, despite the slight 

anti-bonding character of the 7a orbital, i.e. (1)
8

::2376 em- 1 and W
8

Xa=l6 

em- 1
•
32 The D-state's vibrational constants are, however, w ::2324 em- 1 

e 

and W
8

><e=23 cm- 1
•
32 The v

0
-0 level is almost degenerate with the vA-4 

level of the A 2~ state suggesting possible perturbations between these 
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v0 -0 and VA-4 levels. Several perturbations have been identified among 

the Rydberg states of N0, 36
-

41 but, to our knowledge, perturbations be

tween the v0 -0 and vA-4 levels have not been addressed. The D-state is 

known to be perturbed in different parts of the vibronic manifold, e.g., 

the complicated indirect hetereogeneous perturbation between the 

B 2 IT-C 2 IT-L 2 IT-D 2~ states40
-

42 and the possible perturbation by the disso

ciative A' 2~ (2p"au ") state. 37 
• 

43 Neither of these perturbations can 

give rise to the almost pure s-character (£
0
-0) in the resonant elec

tronic state necessary to explain the anomalously large t.N-0 signal 

arising from £-1 character of the photoelectron wavefunction since the 

2 IT states and the A' 2~ state have essentially nos-character. 

This apparently direct homogeneous Rydberg-Rydberg perturbation be

tween the A and D states is unusual, since they have different "atomic 

symmetries" (£
0
), 3sa and 3pa, and it does not obey the vibrational pro

pensity rule for Rydberg-Rydberg interactions: Av-±1. 42 But similar in-

teractions have been found in the PO molecule (valence-shell-

isoelectronic with NO) by Ngo et al. 4 4 for the corresponding states 

A 2~(4sa,v-12) and H 2~(4pa,v-O). This perturbation arises via second

order van Vleck corrections with a leading term from interactions with 

the F 2~ valence state. 4 2 It is possible that similar interactions are 

present in the NO molecule. However, there is insufficient spectroscopic 

data to sustain this theory. 

A determination of the interaction of the VA -4 and v
0
-0 levels 

would require a careful deperturbation study, as described by Lefebvre

Brion,42 or a knowledge of highly accurate potential curves so far only 
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obtainable for H
2

.
45 Assuming the two Rydberg states interact, the only 

good quantum numbers would be parity, energy, and the rotational quantum 

number J. A crude model for the effect of the perturbation is to allow 

the two adiabatic electronic wave functions ~d . and ~d · 
D 

ming an "effective" diabatic wave function for the 0-state, 

'II 
0 

to mix, for-

(6) 

where c - (1-c 2) 1/2 
2 1 . In the present frozen-core approximation this 

amounts to a mixing of the 6a and 7a orbitals. Assuming the two 

sublevels, N'±l/2, in the 0-state have the same coupling, we can assess 

the perturbation from the strength of the observed t.N-0 signal . We 

determine c
1 

and c
2 

by adjusting them so as to reproduce the observed 

branching ratio ry:(t.N-0)/(t.N-+1) of -1.5 at 0.85eV. This gives values 

of c
1
-0.990 and c

2
-0.142 i.e., '11

0 
(v

0
-0,J'-17.5,18.5) level is -98% "0-

state" and -2% "A-state". Single-center expansion of this state yields a 

2.8% s-, 96.7% p-, and 0.3% d-character. 

In Fig. 5 k-o we show the calculated branching ratios using this 

mixed state for parallel detection of (1+1') REMPI via the mixed 

Q
21

+R
11

(17.5) branch of the 0 2~ state . The calculated branching ratios 

are again convoluted with a Lorentzian detector function with a FWHM de-

termined from the experimental resolution. The agreement between the ex-

perimental and the calculated results is much better than for the unper-

turbed state. The calculated t.N-0 signal now increases with increasing 

photoelectron energy and the intensity of the t.N-±3 peaks decreases 

going from 0.85 to 1.36 eV photoelectron kinetic energy. This is primar-

ily due to the insensitivity of the "A-state" component's cross section 
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to photoelectron energy for this perturbed state and to the strong ener-

gy dependence of the "D-state" component. The significant increase in 

the .t.N-0 signal for this mixed D-state, arising from the small (-2%) 

admixture of the A-state, is due to the very strong .t.N-0 propensity rule 

of the A- state, as observed experimentally in ( 1+1) REMPI via the 

A few experimentally observed trends were not reproduced very well 

in the calculated spectra . The calculated spectra do not show the same 

strong asymmetry at low photoelectron kinetic energy (0.33 eV) nor the 

high angular momentum transfer peaks (.t.N-±4,±5) at higher energies (1.88 

and 2 . 39 eV) seen experimentally. In table III we show the calculated, 

normalized, partial wave decomposition of the bound-free matrix ele

ments, proportional to lr:~~ 12
, for the ka and krr channels. The p-wave 

is, as expected, more dominant for this "mixed" state, and the angular 

distribution for the .t.N-0 signal, dominated by this component, therefore 

has a large ~ 2 value . In Fig . 6 we show the calculated branching ratios 

for detection perpendicular to the polarization for the perturbed, Fig. 

6 (a)-(e), and the unperturbed D-state, Fig. 6 (f)-(j). The two sets of 

results are virtually identical, reflecting the perpendicular signals' 

insensitivity to the presence of the ..e -0 0 
component in the 

• 112 d resonant state. This is in agreement with our earlier exper~menta an 

theoretical24 results for (2+1) REMPI via the and 

R 21+S
11

(15 . 5) branches of D 2~ state, where agreement between the exper-

imental and theoretical results was excellent for perpendicular detec-

tion. However, the strong .t.N-0 signal observed experimentally in 

parallel detection, 12 was not well-reproduced theoretically . 24 
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Other mechanisms for the presence of the strong ~-0 signal include 

correlation effects in the intermediate state that may introduce s-char-

acter into the D 2~ state. Bergeman and Zare39 have measured the 

'effective' dipole moment of the state to be 

IJ.Lexp l-1.10±0 . 03 D, which differs significantly from the SCF value, 

).LSCF-0.66 D (N6 +06
-), and that of earlier configuration interaction (CI) 

calculations, 46 ).!=0.40 D. Bergeman and Zare attribute this disagreement 

to possible perturbations between the A 2~ and the D 2~ states, either 

by "dipole borrowing" or non-adiabatic couplings possibly via the repul-

sive A' 2~ state4 3 consistent with the assumptions we have made here . 

More extensive CI calculations have since determined the dipole moment 

of the A2 ~ state to be -1.4 D 47,48 

' 
a value much closer to the 

experimental value. The transition moments between the Rydberg states 

are known, however, to be quite insensitive to inclusion of correlation 

effects, 12 • 49 and the CI calculated dipole moment for the D2 ~ state 

)lei_ -2 . 2 D (N6 -0H) 47 agrees well with the value obtained from the 

present IVO calculations ).Lrvo_ -2 . 0 D. Furthermore, if this were purely 

an adiabatic electronic effect, and therefore independent of J' and N', 

the mixed D-state obtained above should then be suitable for describing 

branching ratios for other rotational branches of the D-state. A 

calculation of the branching ratios via the previously studied s21(11 . 5) 

and R21 +S11 (17.5) branches12 with this perturbed D-state leads, however, 

to a poorer agreement with the experimental results. Finally, it could 

be due to final state effects such as autoionization, predissociation 

etc . However, the agreement between theory and experiment over an 

energy range of -2 eV, using the perturbed intermediate state does not 
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support this possibility. We therefore believe the "dynamic" coupling 

between the A- and D-state is a likely cause of the large ~-0 signal 

observed here. 

The obvious asymmetry that is displayed in the experimental 

spectrum of Fig. Sa but is missing from its theoretical counterparts 

(Figs. Sf and Sk) is highly reproducible and perhaps noteworthy . There 

are a few reasons why it is not likely to be due to variations in the 

electron spectrometer transmission. First, our spectrometer's transmis

sion tends to cut off between SO and 100 meV, depending on its condi

tion, which is well below the lowest energy peak (-300 meV) in Fig . Sa. 

Second, the asymmetry in the middle of the spectrum involving the ~-+1 

and -l peaks appears to be more dramatic than at the edges where the 

~-+3 and -3 peaks are involved . Third, the ~--1 peak, which appears to 

be smaller than the ~-+1 peak, actually occurs at higher electron 

energy than the latter and thus is less likely to be discriminated 

against . Finally, the asymmetry is also present to a small degree in 

Fig. Sb and to a considerable degree in Figs. 9a and lOa of Ref. 13. The 

combination of these facts suggests that the observed asymmetry is a 

real effect and not an experimental artifact . 
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Table I 

Photon and electron energetics 

Raman line Ionizing~ Pulse energy Photon E Electron K. E. • 

<A.> (IJJ) (eV) (eV) 

2nd anti-Stokes 1871 2.4 6.626 3.940 

1st anti-Stokes 2029 ---- 6 .111 3.425 

main beam 2216 320 5 .596 2.910 

1st Stokes 2440 240 5.081 2.395 

2nd Stokes 2716 160 4.565 1.879 

3rdStokes 3061 60 4.050 1.364 

4th Stokes 3507 12 3.535 0.849 

5th Stokes 4106 0.8 3.020 0.334 

• Electron kinetic energy was calculated for .:1N = 0 peak or each photoelectron spectrum . 
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Table II 

Value oflrn1·1~12 as a function of l, normalized to the dominant wave for each energy. 

E (eV) (Photoelectron energy) 

l 0 .33 0.85 1.36 1.88 2.35 

0 0.0880 0 .1544 0 .3864 0.3340 0.3278 

1 0.1472 0.2647 0 .4914 0.2886 0.1984 

ka 2 0.0146 0.2113 0 .9785 •1.00 •1.00 

3 0.0129 0.0247 0 .0457 0.0260 0 .0174 

4 0.0003 0 .0005 0 .0009 0.0005 0.0003 

1 0.0053 0.0090 0.0167 0.0098 0.0066 

kn 2 •1.00 •1.00 •1.00 0.2807 0.0747 

3 0.0192 0.0396 0.0765 0.0448 0.0301 

4 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 - -
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Table III 

Value oflrfiu~l2 as a function of l, for ionization via mixed D-state, normalized to the dominant 
wave for each energy. 

E (eV) (Photoelectron energy) 

l 0.33 0 .85 1.36 1.88 2.39 

0 0.0791 0.1539 0 .3632 0.3275 0.3311 

1 0.1930 0.3767 0.6556 0.4151 0.3088 

ka 2 0 .0203 0 .2634 •1.00 •1.00 -1.00 

3 0 .0010 0 .0008 0 .0010 0.0033 0.0059 

4 0 .0002 0.0005 - 0.0006 0.0005 

1 0.0475 0 .1 1 1 1 0.2256 0.1622 0.1330 

kn 2 •1.00 •1.00 0 .8639 0.2394 0.0620 

3 0 .0034 0.0047 0.0041 0 .0009 0.0004 

4 0.0001 0 .0002 0.0002 - -
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1 Apparatus employed to generate UV laser radiation and to 

record time of flight laser photoelectron spectra. WEX is a 

Quanta Ray wavelength extension system. 

channel plate detector . 

MCP is the mic ro -

Figure 2 (A) Wavelength dependence of NO ionization yield obtained 

under effusive beam conditions using the second anti-Stokes 

1 ine to excite and the second Stokes to ionize . (B ) The 

calculated simulation of the rotational structure of the 

(C) The calculated simulation of the 

rotational structure of the A2~~2 n 4-0 band . 

Figure 3 Wavelength scan near the region of the R
1

(17 . 5)+RQ
21

(17 .5) 

mixed line of the 0-0 band of the D2~~2 n transition . Peak 

I involves the R
1

(12 . 5) , RQ
21

(12 . 5) and 5 R
21

(7 . 5) lines of the 

A2~~2 n 4-0 band . Peak II is the R
1

(17 . 5)+RQ
21

(17 . 5) mixed 

line of the D2~~2 n 0-0 band . Peak III is the result of 

overlapping R
1

(13 . 5), RQ
21

(13 . 5) and 5 R
21

(8 . 5) lines of the 

A2~~2 n 4-0 band . 

Figure 4 Photoelectron spectrum recorded with laser tuned to peak II of 

Fig. 3. 

Figure 5 Comparison of experimentally observed and theoretically 

predicted photoelectron spectra obtained by exciting t he 
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Rl(l7.5)+RQ21(17.5) mixed line of the n2r+-x2 IT transition . 

(a)-(e) Experimental data obtained by exciting with the second 

anti-Stokes line and ionizing with the fifth, fourth, third, 

second and first Stokes lines respectively . (f)-(j) Spectra 

calculated by assuming the same photoelectron kinetic energies 

as in Fig. 5 (a)-(e) . (k)-(o) Spectra calculated by assuming 

mixing between A2r and D2r Rydberg states. 

Figure 6 Calculated branching ratios for (1+1') REMPI via the 

R1 (17.5)+RQ21 (17.5) branch of the D2r state of NO, assuming 

the same photoelectron kinetic energies as in Fig. 5 (a)-(e). 

Detection perpendicular to the polarization of the light 

(8-90°).(a)-(e) Calculated assuming no mixing between the A2r 
and D2r states . (f)-(j) Calculated assuming the existence of 

mixing between A2r and D2r states, see text for details. 
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Vibrational state dependence of ionic rotational 

branching ratios in resonance enhanced multiphoton 

ionization of CH 

[The text of this chapter appeared in : H . Rudolph, J .A. Stephens, V. 

McKoy, and M.-T. Lee, submitted to J . Chern. Phys. (contribution no. 

7939)] 
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Combined with high-resolution photoelectron spectroscopy, resonance 

enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) is an important probe of the 

photoionization dynamics of excited molecular states at a quantum-state-

specific level. 1 - 3 Whereas much interest has been focused on 

vibrationally-resolved REMPI spectra and the insight such spectra pro-

vide on the resonant and ionized state dynamics, rotationally-resolved 

spectra not only extend our understanding of the underlying ionization 

dynamics but also obviously play a role in the use of this technique for 

state-specific production of ions . 4 -
6 Among small molecules, the REMPI 

spectra of diatomic hydrides such as CH, NH, and OH are of particular 

interest because of their importance as dissociation fragments and reac-

tive intermediate species. The Rydberg states of diatomic hydrides share 

a common, rather simple, electronic structure: the first Rydberg state 

is repulsive (a-type Rydberg orbitals consist mainly of a mixture be-

tween 3sA and antibonding 2pz - ls
8 

orbitals), followed by a set of 
A 

Rydberg states whose potential energy curves closely resemble that of 

the associated ion. 7 Recently we have shown that rapid evolution of the 

Rydberg orbital with internuclear distance (further enhanced by the 

presence of a Cooper minimum) can lead to strong non-Franck-Condon ef-

fects in ion vibrational branching ratios measured in REMPI, as pre-

dieted for OH and other diatomic hydrides. 8 

The purpose of this Letter is to illustrate the striking and signi-

ficant influence this rapid orbital evolution of the resonant Rydberg 

state has on the ionic rotational distributions as the level of vibra-

tional excitation in the resonant state increases. As a specific example 

of this effect we present results of ab initio calculations of these 

branching ratios for (2+1') REMPI of CH via the E' 2 ~(3pa) state . This 
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is similar to the excitation scheme used in the recent work by Chen et 

al . 9 in which theE' state was probed by REMPI for the first time : 

CH 2 11(v ,J) ~ CH* 2 L+(v J N) ~ CH+ 1 L+(v J - N) + o o i'i'i +'+ + e . 

Here we choose excitation via the 0
11 

(20 . 5) branch, i.e . J 0 =20 . 5, 

J 1 - 18.5, and N
1

- 18. For aL-L transition as in the photoionization step 

of the above reaction, a aN+£-odd selection rule applies, 10 where aN is 

the change of the rotational quantum number (excluding spin) between the 

intermediate and final state, and £ denotes a partial-wave component of 

the photoelectron orbital. For the E' 2 ~(3pa) state of CH, this selec-

tion rule therefore predicts a aN-odd propensity rule, since an atomic 

photoionization picture would predict dominance of even partial waves in 

the photoelectron orbital (i.e. 3p~ks,kd ... ). 

The electronic wave function for the E' 2 ~(3pa) state of CH , (with 

the dominant configuration11 la2 2a2 3a2 Sa) was determined using the i m-

proved virtual orbital method12 with the CH+ orbitals for the core. The 

continuum photoelectron orbitals were obtained using the iterative 

Schwinger method. 13 The explicit R-dependence of the transition moment 

between the initial state li> and the final state If> was included via 

the transition moment JdRX!(R)rf
1 

(R)X
1 

(R) where rf 1 (R) is the bound-free 

electronic transition moment at an internuclear distance R. The elec-

tronic wave functions and transition moments were calculated ov er a 

range of internuclear distances from R-1.6 a
0 

to R-3.2 a 0 , and the vi-

brational wave functions X! and x
1 

were obtained numerically using the 

potential curves calculated by van Dishoeck11 for the E' 2 ~ state, and 

by Green et a1 . 14 for the X1 ~ state of CH+. The coupling between par-

tial waves of the continuum orbital and the molecular rotation was 
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treated explicitly, employing a method previously described. 4 - 6 Both the 

intermediate state and the final state were treated in Hund's case (b) 

coupling scheme. 15 Further details of the calculations will be reported 

in a separate paper. 

The evolution of the Sa orbital of the E' 2 ~ state is very rapid as 

a function of internuclear distance: it changes from predominantly 3p 

character at small internuclear distances to predominantly 3s character 

at larger internuclear distances. A single-center expansion of the Sa 

orbital around the center-of-mass yields a 14.8% s-, 84.7% p-, and O. S% 

d-character at R-1.6 a
0

, and a 81.6% s-, S.3% p-, and 10 . 6% d-character 

at R-3. 2 a
0

• This orbital evolution is similar to that for the D2 .L

(3pa) state of OH, 8 and in the present case also leads to strong non

Franck-Condon behavior in ion vibrational branching ratios (not shown). 

This orbital evolution also results in a dramatic dependence of the 

partial-wave composition of the transition moment as a function of 

internuclear distance. An atomic photoionization picture would there

fore predict, as a function of internuclear distance, the even £ partial 

waves (s,d ... ) to be dominant at small internuclear distances and the 

odd partial waves (p,f . . . ) at larger internuclear distances. 

In Fig. 1 we show calculated ionic rotational branching ratios for 

the 0
11

(20.S) branch via the E' 2~ state of CH, for the v1 -0-3 vibra

tional levels of the resonant intermediate state. The branching ratios 

have been convoluted with a Gaussian detector function with a FWHM of 6 

meV. Only the diagonal (~v-v+-v1 -0) vibrational branches are presented 

since these are predicted to have the strongest signals, as expected on 

basis of the Rydberg nature of the E' state. The ionic rotational 

branching ratios are determined for the 0
11

(20.S) branch because it is a 
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"clean" branch, and it has reached the high-J limit, where the rotation

al branching ratios are symmetric around t.N- 0 . Since N
1 

- 18, the t.N-0 

peak corresponds to N+ - 18 . The rotational branching ratios are seen to 

be very dependent on the vibrational level accessed in the intermediate 

state, with a strong t.N- odd (i . e . £- even) propensity rule apparent in 

lower vibrational levels and a t.N- even ( i . e . £- odd) propensity rule for 

higher vibrational excitation. This vibrational dependence of the pro

pensity rule is caused by the extended portion of the potential well 

sampled by the higher vibrational levels, i . e . the region of R where the 

Rydberg orbital itself has evolved from 3pa to mainly 3sa type . The pho

toelectron kinetic energy is kept constant (100 meV in the present cal

culations). The branching ratios are somewhat (but not strongly) de

pendent on the final kinetic energy, and results indicate (not shown) 

that this effect remains very pronounced at higher kinetic energies . In 

conclusion , we point out that this vibrational dependence of the ionic 

rotational propensity rule should be quite general, and is expected t o 

occur in the other diatomic hydrides in which the Rydberg orbital of t he 

resonant intermediate state exhibits rapid evolution with internuclear 

distance. The hydrides are particularly suitable for ionic rotationally 

resolved experiments, since the large rotational constant of the ion 

makes the required rotational resolution feasible at lower N+ levels . 
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Figure caption 

Ionic rotational branching ratios for (2+1') REMPI via the 0 11 ( 20 .5) 

branch of the E' 2 ~(3pa) state of CH for various vibrational levels of 

the E' state . The value of v
1 

and v+ is indicated (av-O) in the upper 

right corner of each frame. The value of N+ is indicated over each pho 

toelectron peak. The photoelectron kinetic energy is 100 meV. 
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(2+1) resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization of H% 

Yia the E,F, 1 1:+ state c 

[The text of this chapter appeared in: H . Rudolph, D .L. Lynch, S.N. 

Dixit, and V. McKoy, J. Chern. Phys. 86, 1748 (1987)] 
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In this paper, we report the results of ab initio calculations of photoelectron angular 
distributions and vibrational branching ratios for the ( 2 + I) REMPI of H

1 
via the E.F 1 I • 

state, and compare these with the experimental data of Anderson eta/. (Chern. Phys. Lett.' 
105, 22 ( 1984) ). These results show that the observed non-Franck-Condon behavior is 
predominantly due to the R dependence of the transition matrix clements, and to a lesser 
degree to the energy dependence. This work presents the first molecular REMPI study 
employing a correlated wave function to describe the Rydberg-valence mixing in the resonant 
intermediate state. 

INTRODUCTION 

Resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization ( REMP[) 
techniques provide a useful tool for the study of highly excit
ed states and of the dynamics of the photoionization of these 
rovibrationally selected states. Furthermore, for systems 
with inversion symmetry, REMPI studies can be effectively 
used to access dipole-forbidden bound and continuum 
states. Several groups have experimentally exploited these 
advantages to demonstrate interesting aspects of REMPI 
dynamics. •-9 In a previous paper, 10 we have discussed the 
development of our theoretical framework for analyzing 
REMPI processes in diatomic molecules. In this theory, an 
(n + m) REMPI is viewed as a two-step process with n
photon absorption to the resonant intermediate state fol
lowed by an m-photon ionization out of it. Coupling the 
formalism with ab initio calculations of molecular proper
ties, we have analyzed several recent REMPI experiments 
with encouraging results. ,_,. 

Recently Zare and co-workers" have measured the 
photoelectron angular distributions and vibrational branch
ing ratios in a one-color ( 2 + I ) REMPI of H 1 via the 
E.F 'I.; state: 

u. 
H 2(X' I.; , v0~0) - Hr<E.F 'I.t ,v,~.) .. 

-H,+(X 2 I.t.v.)+e- . (I) 

The low resolution (ISO mcV) photoelectron spectra dis
play highly non-Franck-Condon behavior as seen by the de
parture of the vibrational branching ratios from Franck
Condon values and by a strong vibrational state dependence 
of the photoelectron angular distributions. The potential en
ergy curve of the E.F 1 I,• state has the well-known double
well structurc 16.

17 with the nature of the electronic wave 

•• Pracnt addraa: Theoretical Division. Los Alamoo National Laboratory. 
Lao Alamoo. New Mexico 17545. 

"
1 Cootributioo No. 7490. 

'
1 Mailinc add.-: NASA·Amea ll-.dl Center, MS2JO.l, Moll'«< 
rocld, California 94035. 

function changing from Rydberg-like in the inner well (£ 

state) to valence-like in the outer well (F state) . This pre· 
scnts an interesting situation for theoretical investigation as 
the electronic wave function for the E.F state has to be de
scribed in a multiconfigurational scheme to incorporate the 
continuous change of its character with internuclear dis
tance (R ). We have, therefore, carried out ab initio calcula
tions of photoelectron angular distributions and vibrational 
branching ratios for the REM PI process of Eq. ( I ) . Our 
results are in general agreement with the measured values" 
and indicate that the observed non-Franck -Condon behav
ior results primarily from the R dependence of the electronic 
transition moments. In contrast to our earlier REMPI stud
ies in which the resonant state was described by a single 
electronic configuration, i.e., the improved virtual orbital 
(IVO) approximation," we have used a correlated wave 
function to described the Rydberg-valence mixing in the E.F 
state. Rydberg-valence mixing is a common feature in the 
spectrally congested region and must influence REM PI pro
cesses through the highly excited states. ~9 As such, the pres
ent study, due to the isolated and "clean" nature of the E.F 
state, forms a prelude to forthcoming investigations of such 
effects in heavier diatomic molecules. An additional motiva
tion for investigation of the REM PI pr~ of Eq. ( I ) is the 
proposed use of this REMPI scheme for detecting product 
H 1 molecules in reactions. 19 

In the following we briefly review our theoretical ap
proach and present the relevant details of the calculations. In 
the last section we discuss the calculated vibrational branch
ing ratios and photoelectron angular distributions and com
pare them to the experimental results of Anderson eta/." 

THEORY 

The general theory for REMPI molecular processes is 
given in Ref. 10, and here we briefly describe only those 
details which arc necessary for the specific scheme given in 
Eq. (I). As in the experiments, we assume that the mole
cules are excited from an isotropic ground state by linearly 
polarized light of weak intensity. Under these conditions the 
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are pnmanly located tn the E weU and look like v£ = 0,1 
wave functions for a Rydberg state. The wave function for 
v, = 6 has considerable spread over the Fwell but still looks 
somewhat like a v£ = 2 wave function. IUO The plotted val
ues are proponional to the probability of photoelectron ejec
tion along the direction of the polarization of the light, 
P( 8 = 0, <$ = 0) . For each vibrational level of the ion four 
bars are shown. The experimental data is taken from Ref. IS. 
The three bars labeled Franck-Condon, non-Franck-Con
don, and full correspond to our calculated results using dif
ferent levels of approximation, 1 1 i.e., ( I ) neglecting the ener
gy and internuclear distance dependence of the bound-free 
matrix elements, ( 2) neglecting the energy dependence but 
retaining the internuclear distance dependence, and ( 3) in
cluding both the internuclear distance and energy depen
dence, respectively. The plots are normalized to the most 
intense peak determined experimentally," which, as expect
ed from the Rydberg character of the E state, is 
Av=v _ - v£ = 0, where v£ is the vibrational quantum 
number defined for the inner-well levels. The similarity 
between the non-Franck-Condon and full branching ratios 
indicates the weak dependence of the results on the kinetic 
energy of the photoelectron. However, the larger difference 
between the Franck-Condon and non-Franck-Condon re
sults indicate a greater sensitivity to the internuclear dis
tance dependence of the photoioniz.ation matrix elements. 
This points to the inadequacy of the Franck-Condon ap
proximation." The disagreement between the calculated 
and measured vibrational branching ratios arc substantial, 
although it is difficult to be very specific at this time, the 
disagreement could arise, on the theoretical side, from our 
neglect of autoioniz.ation and saturation effects. On the other 
hand they may also be due to inherent difficulties in the 
experimental determination of such branching ratios. 

We compare the calculated and experimental photo
electron angular distributions for the Q(O), and Q( I) 
branches via the vE.F = 3 vibrational levels in Figs. 2 and 3, 
respective)). In these figures the venical direction corre
sponds to 8 = 0". The non-Franck-Condon behavior for 

v • 0 v • I 

i I 

~ : 

A B A B 

v • 2 - - -,V. •J 
' ' ' I ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ~·;·:.-< ' ' ' 

' ' . 
' ' ' ' ' ---

A B A B 

FIG. 2. Photoelectron anaular d11tnbutionJ for th~ Q(O) brancb ""' the 
v._, - 1 kvd. ( A ) E..tpenmentaJ nsults o( Ref. "·and (8 ) praent full 
resuJts. 8 - rr is verttcal. 

v • 0 

A B 

v • 2 

: 

A B 

FlG. l . Sam~ as Fia. 4 but via th~ Q( I) branch. 

A 

A 

' ' 

-I 

B 

v . • 3 

;> ...... :"' 

,8 

these transitions is seen by the dependence of the angular 
distributions on the final vibronic levels panicularly for 
v. = Oto v. =I . Recent (3 + I) REMPI studies in H 2 via 
the C 1n. state have also demonstrated such non-Franck
Condon effects on the photoelectron angular distribution. 16 

The calculated distributions reponed are the "full" results 
where both the internuclear and photoelectron kinetic ener
gy dependence are retained in the evaluation of the transition 
moments. A quantitative comparison between the calculat
ed and measured angular distributions is difficult for reasons 
discussed in Ref. IS; however, the general trends are repro
duced. The lack of "sharpness" around 90• for some of the 
experimental distributions may be attributed to the finite 
angular resolution (::: 3•) of the photoelectron detector. 

It is clear from the Figs. 2 and 3 that the angular distri
butions for the Q(O) and Q( I) excitations are almost identi
cal. The fl. of Eq. ( 4) in the latter case is about S% -10% of 
the tJ2 coefficient. This implies that either the alignment in 
the Q( I ) excitation is small or, that the panial waves larger 
than the p wave are contributing weakly to the photOioniz.a
tion. Indeed, our calculations confirm that both these effects 
contribute significantly to the REMPI, resulting tn a sup
pression of fl •. 

CONCLUSION 

We have presented results for the photoelectron angular 
distributions and vibrational branching ratios resulting from 
a ( 2 + I ) one-color REM PI of H, via the v £ = 0,3.6 vibra
tional levels of the E.F 1 I.,+ state. A correlated electromc 
wave function has been used to consistently descnbe the 
Rydberg-valence mixing in the E.F 1 !.,+ state. The calculat
ed vibrational branching ratios are in general agreement 
with the experimental results of Anderson et al." indicating 
that the pronounced non-Franck-Condon behavior ob
served is primarily due to the internuclear distance depen
dence of the electronic transition moments. General agree
ment between the theoretical and experimental angular 
distributions is obtained. We have, in the present work, ne
glected the effects of saturation and the possible presence of 
autoionization features in the continuum. In a previous pa-
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population p ,. of each IJ , M, ) level of the resonant Interme
diate state is proportional to10 

~ ~l l:nt > (J,M, IWE IJ,MI)(JIMI IWE 1J"'W'o) 1
2 

p ~~ --~·~·--~~~~~~~~~--~~ 11 
.w. £ 1 - £ 0 - hv ' 

(2) 

where IJoM0 ) is the ground X 11:, ... state with angular mo
mentum J0 and its z projection M 0 , 111."11) is a vtrtual state 
connected to the grounu state by a one-photon transition and 
hv is the photon energy. In the absence of M-mixing interac
tion, e.g., collisions, each IJ,M, ) level will form an indepen
dent ionization channel, and the probability P ( 8,;) of eject
ing an electron in the direction (8,;) with respect to the 
polarization vector (E) of the light is given by 10 

dP(8,;) 
-d-~-=~rM,M, (8,;)pll, (3) 

where r ...... ( 8,;) is the ionization width defined by Eq. 
( 29) of Ref. I 0. P( 8,;) it.sclf can be expanded in Legendre 
polynomials PL (cos 8) as 

L_. 

P(8) = I P LPL<cos 8). 
L-o 

(4) 

For these weak field studies L ..... is determined by the rota
tional quantum state of the intermediate level and is, for the 
( 2 + I) REM PI process ofEq. (I), the smaller of2J, + 2 or 
6. The infinite summation in Eq. (2) goes over the complete 
set of rovibrational electronic states IJ 1M 1) of H 2• We have 
included in this summation only the lowest states of unger
ade symmetry (B 'l:.+ ,C •n.) and kept up to v = 9 in the 
vibrational manifolds at the one-photon level. The relative 
vibrational branching ratios for Q( 0) excitation are unaf
fected by this truncation. For the Q( I) excitation, based on 
the study of Huo and Ja1fe, 20 we estimate the truncation 
error to be about 10% in the relative populations of the 
MJ = 0 and MJ =!levels. The summation over rotational 
states was performed implicitly using closure relations. 21 

The bound-bound transition moments were taken from pre
vious calculations by Wolniewicz11 and Wolniewicz and 
Dressler, 23 and the vibrational wave functions were obtained 
numerically using the potential curves compiled by Sharp. 1' 

The electronic wave function for the E.F 'I,+ state was de
termined from a configuration interaction ( CI) calculation 
using a ( 6sSp ld) uncontracted Gaussian basis set. This cal
culation produces 240 configurations of the proper overall 
1 I, ... symmetry. The wave function was determined at the 
internuclear distances R(a.u.) = 1.00, 1.401, 1.911, 2.50, 
3.12, 3. 70, 4.39, S.OO which cover the relevant range of the 
potential. The resulting energies are within 0.6% of the ac
curate calculated values." The photoelectron continuum 
wave functions for the /cq • and krr • channels were calculat
ed in the frozen-<:<>re Hanree-Fock approximation using the 
iterative Schwinger variational method. 2• Finally, the 
bound-free electronic transition moments (X 2I, ... ;ku. , 
krr. lwE IE.F 'I, ... ) were calculated for each R and for a 
range of photoelectron kinetic energies, k 212, between I. 22 
and 4.12 eV. Interpolation was performed in both Rand k to 
obtain the necessary matrix elements for integration over the 
numerical vtbrational wave functions and for specific kinetic 
energies. 
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RESULTS 

Figure I shows our calculated vibrational branching ra
tios for the v 1 = vc.F = 0,3,61evels of the E.Fstate. For con
venience the plotted data are reproduced in tabular form in 
Table I. The vibrational wave functions for v , = 0,3 states 

TABLE I. Companoon of the experimental and the lheoreucal VIbrational 
braocluna ratioa tn tbree different approllmauons. as expla1ned 1n the text. 
Entnes lesa than to-' are not listed. 

0 
0 
0 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

'From Ref. I'· 
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O. IS6 

0.126 
I 000 
0.3,9 
0. 176 
0 .066 

0.018 
0.182 
1.000 
0.187 
0.2H 
0.146 
0.111 
0.076 
0.086 
0.073 

FuU 

1.000 
0.068 
0.007 

O.QI8 
1.000 
0.116 
0.023 
0.003 

0.034 
I 000 
0.081 
0.057 
0.00, 
0.002 
0.002 

o.oos 

N-FC 

1.000 
0.064 
0.007 

0.020 
1.000 
0.112 
0.021 
0003 
0.001 

0.036 
1.000 
0083 
0 .050 
0.005 
0.002 
0.003 

0.004 

FC 

I 000 
oon 
0003 

0038 
I 000 
0 049 
0.010 

0.001 

0.0,, 
1.000 
0.002 
0.060 
0.001 
0.002 
0017 

0.014 
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per14 we have shown the sensitivity of the calculated results 
to the inclusion of saturation effects. The effects of the Ryd
berg- valence mixing on the photoelectron angular distribu
tions and vibrational branching ratios are expected to be 
even more dramatic 1f the outer-well vibrational states 
vF = 0,1,2,3, i.e., vE.F = v, = 1,2,4,5 were accessed. 
Funher theoretical and experimental studies for ionization 
through the outer well would therefore be very useful in un
raveling the dynamics of these molecular photoionization 
processes. 
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Photolonlzatlon cross sections of rovfbratfonallevels of the B 1 ~: state of H2 

H. Rudolph, D. L. Lynch, S. N. Dixit, and V. McKoy 
Arthur Amos No~s Laboratory ofCh~mical Physic!.' ' California lnstitut~ o/T~hnology, Pasad~na. 
California 91/}J 

(Received 21 February 1986; accepted 7 March 1986) 

We repon theoretical cross sections for direct photoionization of specific rovibrationallevels of 
the B 1 :I; electronic state of H2• The calculated cross sections differ considerably from values 
recently determined by resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization ( REM PI) studies. In an 
attempt to understand the disagreement, we analyze in detail the REMPI dynamics and find that 
the multi photon ionization probability is extremely sensitive to the spatial and temporal profiles 
of the laser pulses. Accurate characterization oflaser profiles and their jitter is therefore necessary 
for a comparison between theory and experiment. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, resonant enhanced multi photon ioniza
tion ( REMPI) coupled with photoelectron spectroscopy 
(PES) has become a highly sensitive technique for spectro
scopic as well as dynamical studies. In addition to the obser
vation of hitheno unknown excited states, several studies 
have illustrated imponant dynamical features such as the 
non-Franck-Condon behavior in ionic vibrational branch
ina ratios, 1·2 propensity rules in ionic rotational branching 
ratios, 3·• Rydberg-valance mixing and predissociation,' and 
strong final state selectivity.6 REMPI processes are also be
ing used for detection and characterization of species in uni
molecular reactions' and desorption f•om surfaces. 1 In addi
tion to the detection of new states, REMPI processes also 
otrer the possibility of measuring photoionization cross sec
tions for excited states. Often such studies probe the part of 
the photoelectron continuum inaccessible by single photon 
ionization out of the ground state. Moreover, extraction of 
absolute REMPI cross sections from measured ion/electron 
sipals requires the knowledge of the atomic/molecular den
sities in the interaction volume and the characteristics of the 
laser pulses used. Recent experiments in atomic9 and molec
ular1~12 systems have circumvented these difficulties in 
measuring absolute panicle densities by studying the satura
tion behavior of the REM PI signal as a function of the laser 
intensity. Funhennore, measured values of the cross sec
tions for ionization out of the A 2:I • state of NO derived by 
this technique10 were seen to be within a factor of2 of subse
quent theoretical studies. 13 

In another, more recent, experiment Meier ~~ al. 11 re
poned cross sections for photoionization out of specific rovi
brationallevels of the B ':I; state of H2. These cross sec
tions were extracted by observing the saturation behavior of 
the ion signal as the intensity of the ionizing laser is varied in 
their two color (I + I) REM PI experiment. We have calcu
lated the relevant cross sections using ab initio electronic: 
wave functions and our calculated values are compared with 
the measured ones" in Table I. The experimental values 
seem to be consistently lower than the theoretical numbers 
by about an order of magnttude. 

' ' Cootributioa No. 7361. 

In an attempt to understand such a large discrepancy, 
we analyze the REMPI dynamics in detail using density ma
trix equations. Some limitations to the use of the rate equa
tions in the analysis of Ref. II are discussed. In addition, we 
show that the REMPI signal is very sensitive to the spatial 
and temporal profiles of the laser. Proper analysis of the 
experimental data, therefore, requires a characterization of 
laser profiles and a subsequent incorporation of these into 
the dynamics. Laser characteristics for the experiment of 
Meier ~~ a/. 11 are needed for funher comparison between 
theory and experiment. 

THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS 

In this section we discuss the results of our calculations 
of the ionization probability for the two color ( I + I ) 

~ 

TABLE I. B'I.;<u,, J,. M, )-X'I.,· + • - photoionoz.atoon crou ...,. 

toons (in to· " em') of H, at.< = 266.05 nm. 

Calculated Measured' 

•. J, M, u. UL <7 

0 0 0 11.99 12. 19 0.83 ± 0.17 

0 I 0 13.10 13.65 
0 .52 :1:0. 10 0 I ±I 11.43 II 46 

0 2 0 12.19 13.23 
0 2 ±I 12.39 12.71 1.19 ± 0 24 
0 2 ±2 11.19 11.15 

0 3 0 12.13 13. 16 
0 3 ±I 12.55 12.92 

0.84 ± 0.17 0 3 ±2 11.99 12. 19 
0 3 ±3 11.06 10.98 

0 0 5.07 5 03 0.65 ± 0.13 

3 0 5.55 560 
0.23 ± 0.05 

3 ±I 4.114 4.74 

3 0 HI 5.43 
3 ± I 5.24 5.23 1.03 ± 0 .20 

3 ±2 4.73 4.62 

3 0 '-39 HI 
3 ±I nt '-31 

0.25 ± 0.05 
3 ± 2 5.07 5.03 
3 ±3 4.61 4.55 

'Refermcc II. 
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REMPI process in H1 via the B •:t; state 

.... 
H ,(X •:t,- , v0 = 0, J0 )- H~(8 1l:; , v, = 0,3, J, ) 

... , 
- H,+ (X ' :t;) +e- . (I) 

The parameters required for the analysis of the dynam
ics of th1s REM PI process are, the X-8 transition moment, 
the decay rates out of the 8 state, and photoionization cross 
sections out of specific rotational-vibrational levels of the 8 
state. We have used the X-8 transition moments given by 
Wolniewicz 14 and vibrational wave functions obtained by 
the finite element method" using the potential curves of 
Sharp. 16 The spontaneous decay rate of the 8 state is taken to 
be 1.8!5 X 109 s- 1

• 
11

•
17 The electronic wave functions of the B 

state at various internuclear separations (R) were calculat· 
ed using the improved virtual orbital (IVO) technique 11 

with sufficient number of diffuse functions included in the 
basis set. The resulting energies of the 8 1l:.- state are within 
!5%-10% of the accurate values. 16 As an additional check on 
the quality of the wave functions, the X-8 transition mo
ments were calculated and agree with those ofWolniewicz14 

to within 7% up toR= 2.0 a.u. For larger R, the deviation 
between our values and the accurate ones increases because 
of the single configuration wave functions used by us. We 
believe, however, that for the vibrational states under consi
deration in the photoionization step, these largeR errors will 
play a less significant role in the averaged bound-free transi
tion moments. For the bound-bound moments necessary for 
the REMPI dynamics, we have used the accurate values of 
Wolniewicz. 14 

The photoelectron continuum wave functions were cal
culated within the frozen core Hartree-Fock approximation 
using the iterative Schwinger variational method. 19 Com bin
ina these with the 8 state wave functions, the photoioniza
tion dynamical coefficients were calculated. We explicitly 
included both the energy and R dependence of these dynami
cal coefficients in averagin& over the vibrational wave func
tions.10 Finally, the photoionization cross sections for ioni
zation out of specific lv, , J,M, ) levels of the 8 state are 
calculated using the detailed expression given in an earlier 
paper. 21 Since Meier tt a/. 11 collected total ion signals, we 
have summed the cross sections over the symmetry allowed 
ionic rotational states and energetically allowed ionic vibra
tional states. The results are presented in Table I together 
with the experimentally deduced cross sections of Ref. II . 
The agreement between the length and the velocity forms of 
cross sections indicates that the single determinant descrip
tion of the B state as well as of the photoelectron continuum 
is sufficiently accurate. Moreover, calculations similar to 
those outlined here (different rovibrational states and kinet
ic energies but same basis set) have yielded &ood agreement 
with measured ionic vibrational-rotational branching ra
tios. 11 This leads us to believe that, within our model, the 
theoretical cross sections quoted in Table I are fairly accu
rate. 

As seen from Table I, there is clearly a disagreement 
between our calculated cross sections and the experimental
ly deduced values of Meier eta/. 11 The theoretical values are 

consistently hiaher than the experimental ones. Our calcula
tions have not included autoionization. Although the influ
ence of interference with competing autoionizing channels 
may account for the discrepancy for single rotational/ vibra
tional levels, we feel that it is unlikely to explain the systema
tic differences observed. Several recent studies23

-
25 have 

demonstrated the sensitivity of REMPI signals to the dy
namics and to the spatial-temporal characteristics of the la
ser employed. We believe that such effects could have in
fluenced the results of Meier eta/. 11 In the following section 
we address these questions. 

REMPI DYNAMICS 

In the experiment of Meier et a/. 11 a low intensity laser 
was used for the X-8 excitation while a (variable) high in
tensity laser was used to ionize the 8 state. The choice of 
frequencies and intensities eliminates the possibility of exci
tation by the high intensity laser and ionization by the low 
intensity one. Focusing on the case where both lasers were 
linearly polarized along the same direction, collision free 
conditions imply that the REMPI process originating from 
each lloM0 ) state forms an independent channel. The dy
namics in each channel can be accurately described by the 
appropriate density matrix equations. These have been dis
cussed by several authors 12

•
21 and we will simply reproduce 

them here in the rotating wave approximation ( R W A) for 
on-resonance excitation: 

Poo = - q flo; ( P01 - P10) + ap11 , ( 2a) 

p .. =qfi.,.(p.,. -p10 l- <r. +alp,,. ( 2b l 

POi= q flo. ( p,, -Pool - i ( r, + a)pO/. (2c ) 

p., = - i in.,. ( p,, - p00 ) - i ( r, + a)p10 • (2d) 

In the above equations, a(= 1.8S X I09 s- 1
) denotes the 

spontaneous decay rate from the B state ( I J,M , ) ""' li) ) to 
the X state ( I JoM0 )==10) ), flo. the Rabi frequency for the 
10) - li) transition and r, the ionization rate out of li) . The 
latter two parameters are laser intensity dependent and can 
be written as 

( 3a) 

and 

r - l,{t) 
' -u, ' klz 

( 3b) 

where 1.1. is the electronic dipole moment operator, £ 1 (t) is 
the field envelope of the exciting laser, and / 1 ( 1) is the inten
sity of the ionizing laser. Detailed expressions for u ,, the 
photoionization cross section, and the bound-bound dipole 
matrix element (Oiw£ .i i) have been given in Ref. 21. Both 
flo. and r, are M dependent quantities and, as such, the 
saturation behavior of each M 0 channel will be different. The 
total ionization probability is given by 

P= 1- ~ (p~·{t) +p;~"(tl] . (4 ) 

We will discuss the effect of different saturation behavior of 
M channels in a later publication. For simplicity, here we 
will treat the P( I) v0 = 0- v, = 3 excitation case where 
only one M channel (M0 = 0) exists. 
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Under conditions when the time rate of chanae of p 01 

and p 10 is small, p 10 and Po. can be adiabatically eliminated 
from Eq. ( 2) and one can obtain two rate equations for p00 

andp,1 • As has been derived by Meier ~ta/. 11 and by Rotke~t 
a/., 12 these can be written as 

Poo = W, ( p,, -Pool + ap,. • (Sa) 

p11 = - W,(p,, - p 00)- (W2 +a)p11 , (Sb) 

where 

n~ 
W 1 = -- (6) 

r, + a 

and w2 = r ,. It is important to note that w, depends on w2. 
Equation ( 5) can be solved analytically for a unifonn inten
sity pulse turned on at t = 0 and off at r, and the ionization 
probability P = I - p ,. - p00 can be written as 

P ( ) [ 1 a+ b - ,. - •••, a- b _ <• + • •·· ] r, = - 2be +2be , 
(7) 

where 

W W2 + a 
a= 1+---

2 
(Sa ) 

and 
b = [a2- WI W2) 112. (8b) 

A Taylor expansion of P( r, ) to first order in W1 yields Eq. 
( I ) of Meier eta/., 11 viz. 

W [ e- ""' -"''• -1] P(r,) = - - 1
- r, W2 I + - -----

W2+a ( W2 + a) r, 
(9) 

which, becauseofar,:::9.25>1 (r, = 5 ns) , reduces to 

P(r,) =~r,W2 • (10) 
W 2 +a 

While this is identical to Eq. ( 2) of Ref. II , an important 
difference in the analysis arises by realizing that W1 is a func
tion of w2 as shown in Eq. ( 6). The dependence of p on w2 is 
then 

~ 
P(r,) = 

2 
r,W2 

( W2 +a) 
(II) 

or 

p - 1 = Wl +2Wp+a
2 = ....!1._+~ 

fi~r, ·W2 fi~r, n~ r, 
a 2 

+ 2 ( 12) 
fio. r, ·W2 

Clearly this is in disaareement with Eq. ( 3) of Ref. II used in 
their analysis which is a result of ianoring the W2 depen
dence in W1• Equation ( 12) predicts a linear dependence of 
P - 1 on W 2-

1 only for W2 small compared to a while P - 1 

increases with W2 for tarae W2• Such a decrease of P with 
increasing W2 is a consequence of the dynamics and has ac
tually been observed in a two color ( 2 + I ) REM PI experi
ment in sodium. 23 It should be noted that such a decrease in 
the ion sianal with increasina intensity will not arise in sinaJe 
color REMPI or when the two pulses do not overlap in time. 
The observation of a linear dependence of the inverse ion 

sianal on the inverse of the ionizins pulse eneray by Meier et 
a/. 11 then implies that the intensities used must correspond 
to r, <a. In the linear regime, 

_ 
1 

2a a 2 ,.,.,2r,A 
p =--+-----

n~r, n~r, 0',~ 

where we have used the relation 

Ez = f2 ·T,·A 

( 13) 

(1-4) 

between the ionizing laser pulse energy Ez, its intensity / 2 , 

the ( rectangular) pulse duration r,, and the ( unifonn inten
sity) beam cross section area A. A more careful analysis of 
the Taylor expansion of Eq. (7) will add a correction term 
2n~ to a 2 in the second tenn in Eq. ( 13) . The cross section 
can be calculated from the intercept and the slope of the 
linear part of P - 1 vs Ez- 1 graph using 

mtercept ...... ~~ a
1 + 2n~. 

0' = ·nwl""" T 
' slope ' 2a2 

(IS) 

Note that the third factor, absent in the analysis of Ref. II , 
reduces the apparent cross section by about a factor of 2. 

In Fig. I , we compare the solution of the density matrix 
equations ( 2) with the solution of rate equations ( S) for the 
v, = 3 P( I) excitation. The molecular parameters were cal
culated as mentioned in the previous section. In relating ~ 
to/2 in Eq. ( 14) we have usedr, = 5 ns and A= O.Oilr mm2 

quoted in Ref. I I. Both methods predict a linear regime for 
low Ez and a diverging P - 1 for high ~· However, the slopes 
of the two linear parts are different. This is a result ofn., not 
being much smaller than a (fi01 = 2.5 X tO' rad/s, 
a = I. 8S X 109 s- 1) . More interestingly, we see that the lin
ear regime exists for pulse energies less than 0.2S mJ or so, 
whereas Meier eta/. 11 have observed linear behavior for ~ 
up to 2 mJ. This could be a result of using inaccurate values 
of A and r, and not incorporating the spatial and temporal 

' a. 
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profiles of the laser. For uniform pulses. Eq. (IS) implies 
that for a given value of (intercept/slope). the smaller the 
value of Ar,, the smaller the calculated cross section. 

Since the actual temporal and spatial profiles of the la
sers used have not been presented in Ref. II , we shall assess 
the influence of these on the dependence of the ionization 
probability on the ionizing laser pulse energy. For nonuni
form pulses, analyucal solutions are not possible and there
fore we have numerically integrated Eq. ( 2) . 

To discuss the effects of temporal pulse shape, we have 
integrated the density matrix equations ( 2) assuming Gaus
sian shaped exciting and ionizing pulses with FWHM = r,. 
The results are displayed in Fig. 2 where we have also illus
trated situations where the exciting laser pulse peaks before 
the ionizing laser peaks ( +jitter) and where the ionizing 
pulse peaks before the exciting pulse ( -jitter) . The jitter is 
fixed at ± I ns. 11 In reality, the jitter is probably a random 
variable changing from pulse to pulse in which case an aver
aging of P over the distribution of jitter has to be carried out. 
The ionization probability in the linear regime is seen to be 
more sensitive to the jitter than to the Gaussian nature of the 
pulse shape. Pulse shapes other than Gaussian would be ex
pected to have a profound effect on the resulting ion signal. 
The spread between + and - jitters gives a measure of the 
uncertainty in the experimental measurements. 

As for the effects of the spatial profile of the laser pulses, 
we find that a Gaussian spatial profile, as would be for a laser 
operating in a TEMoo mode, has a minor effect on the ion 
signal. However, as discussed in a later publication, 12 the 
ionizing laser seems to have an Airy function dependence on 
the transverse radius in the far-field region, i.e., 

/2(;c) =lo(2J~;c)r (16) 

where / 1 (;c) is the Bessel function of first kind of order one 
and ;c is a normaliud transverse coordinate. 26 If we equate 

200.0 .---,.-----------~ 

150.0 

~ 100.0 

50.0 

0.0 .................. -'-:"::-'--'-~:-1::-''-'-~,.l,-'--'-~~.._._,_~ 
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 

FIG. 2. Same u Fia. I. (-) Gau .. ian temporal profile, no Jitter; ( •.• ) 
uru!orm temponl prollle, no )itt..-; (- - -) Gau .. lan temponl profile, 
+ 1.0 ns jitter; (- • - - l GauSSian temporal profile. - 1.0 ns Jitter. Unoform 

spatial profiles are usumcd. 

the energy contained in the central maximum of Eq. ( 16) to 
that contained in a uniform distribution of the same radius, 
we find that the peak intensity (at ;c = 0) in Eq. ( 16) is 
about 4.38 times higher than the peak intensity for a uniform 
intensity pulse. The influence of spatial variation is included 
by averaging P[/2 (r)) over the distribution 

P=21T r P[/2(r)]rdrhrc..o~. (17) 

where c..o0 denotes the beam radius [taken to be the first zero 
ofEq. ( 16) ]. The results are presented in Fig. 3. We see that 
an Airy function pulse is less efficient in ionization than a 
uniform pulse. This is because, although the intensity is 
much higher at the center, it is smaller than the uniform 
value over a larger area. The averaging is seen to reduce the 
slope and raise the intercept of the linear part. As in the case 
relating to the temporal profile, different spatial profiles will 
also have different effects on the averaged ion signal. 

Finally, we should mention that a uniform spatial pro
file has been assumed for the exciting laser in the above cal
culations. Inclusion of the actual profile of this laser will 
undoubtedly give rise to additional changes. Although the 
exciting laser in Ref. II was ten times wider than the ionizing 
laser, the perpendicular propagation configuration used in 
that experiment actually probes the complete profiles of 
both lasers. A co/counter propagating geometry would 
make the broad exciting laser to appear to have a uniform 
profile. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented photoionization cross sections for 
single-photon ionization of specific rovibrational levels of 
the B t ~: state of H 2 at ..{ = 266.05 run. Good agreement 
between the lenJ!h and velocity forms leads us to believe that 
these values are fairly acGurate. However, recent measured 

200.0 .-------------..,.---, 

150.0 

~ 100.0 

50.0 

0.0 ................ .......,c'::-'_._ ........ :-'::-..__._~~ ........ .........,~,..._. ........ ~ 
0.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 

E;' (mr') 

FIG. 3. Same as FoJ. I. (-) Auy function spatoal profile no jitter. ( · · ·) 
unoform spatoal profile no )Otter. (---) Aory functoon spatoal profile ... I 0 
ns Jitter, ( - • ·-) Aory function spatoal profile. - 1.0 ns Jitter. Gau .. oan 
temporal profiles are usumcd. 
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values seem to be consistently lower than our calculated ones 
for all the levels considered. Although we have not included 
effects of autoionization, it is unlikely that their incorpora
tion will lower all the calculated cross sections of Table I. On 
the other hand, we have shown through detailed dynamical 
calculations that the ion signal is very sensitive to the spatial 
and temporal profiles of the laser pulses and also to the jitter 
between the exciting and ionizing pulses. Lacking detailed 
information on these characteristics in the experiment by 
Meier~~ a/., 11 we have chosen examples to illustrate the sen
sitivity of the ion signal to these effects. Such information is 
essential for further comparison between theory and experi
ment. 
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(1+1) resonant enhanced multiphoton ionization via 

the A 2 1:+ state of NO: Ionic rotational branching 

ratios and their intensity dependence 

[The text of this chapter appeared in: H . Rudolph, S.N. Dixit, V . McKoy, 

and W.M Huo, J. Chern. Phys. 88, 1516 (1988). Please note that due to a 

printing error Figs. 3-5 are in the wrong order. Figure 3 should be 

Fig. 4, Fig. 4 should be Fig. 5, and Fig. 5 should be Fig. 3. The figure 

captions remain as they are in the chapter] 
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Recent high resolution photoelectron spectroscopic studies of the ( I + I) resonant enhanced 
multiphoton ionization (REM PI) of NO via the~ transition of the A-X band ( r band) have 
shown a pronounced t.N = 0 signal ( f:t.N = N. - N, ) and smaller, but measurable, t.N = ± 2 
peaks. The author.; [ K . S. Viswanathan era/., 1. Phys. Chem. 90, 5078 ( 1986) ] assign the 
excitation to be via an R(2l.5) line, with no further specification. We have performed ab initio 
calculations of the rotational branching ratios for the four possible "R ( 21.5)" transitions, 
namely, the rotationally "clean" R 21 and R 22, and the "mixed" R 12 + Q22 and R 1 1 + Q21 

branches. We find the mixed R 12 + Q22(2l.S) branch to agree best with the observed 
photoelectron spectrum collected parallel to the polarization vector of the light. The 
discrepancy is larger for detection perpendicular to the polarization. To under.;tand this 
difference, we have assessed the influence of laser intensity and polarization "contammation" 
on the branching ratios and photoelectron angular distributions. 

INTRODUCTION 

Within the past decade resonant enhanced multi photon 
ionization spectroscopy (REM PI). combined with high re
solution photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) has provided 
significant dynamical insight into several aspects of multi
photon ionization processes. •-• The REMPI-PES technique 
has been successfully employed in studies of diatomic mole
cules (H,. NO, CO, N2 , 12 ).<>- 11 exploiting their less con
gested vibrational and rotational manifolds, which allows a 
greater specificity in the excitation schemes. The spectral 
resolution of the PES detector.; have been refined to a point 
where the rotational structure of the ion can be resolved in 
the photoelectron spectra, providing information about the 
character of the resonant intermediate state, and on the elec
tromc continuum.<>-•.•• Nitric oxide, NO. has attracted the 
most attention because of its low ionization potential (9.24 
e V) •• and its well-studied bound-bound spectrum. 20 Reilly 
and co-worker.; have, in a series of recent papers,..._, studied 
the lower Rydberg states of NO, with a photoelectron energy 
resolution (3 meV at best) sufficient to resolve the ionic 
rotational structure for medium to high rotational quantum 
number.; (N~ 10-25) . The agreement between the experi
mental and recently calculated21

- 2l results has generally 
been quite good. Several important features in the PES were 

"Contribution no. 76SO. 

shown to arise from the nonspherical nature of the molecular 
potential. In a previous paper' we compared the calculated 
rotational branching ratios for ( I + I ) REM PI of NO via 
the A 2l: • (3su) state of NO to the earlier results of Wilson 
eta/. • The agreement was moderately good and the observed 
photoelectron spectra could be explained on the basis of an 
"atomic-like" model, in which the Jsu Rydberg state ejects a 
photoelectron primarily into the odd I partial waves of the 
electronic continuum. However. the analysis of the D 'l: • 
state PES indicates that the photoionization dynamics is 
more complex and that the "atomic" picture may be inade
quate. 

In this paper we present further detailed results on the 
(I + I) REMPI-PES via the A 2l: • state. As the rotational 
line in the data in Refs. 6 and 7 was identified as stmply an 
R(2l.S) line, we present results for the four possible 
R ( 21.5) transitions, two of which are "pure" and two are 
mixed rotational lines. The measured rotational branching 
ratios for parallel detection agree best with those calculated 
for the R 12 + Qu ( 21.5 l branch. The agreement in the per
pendicular direction is less satisfactory. To assess the possi
ble influence of saturation effects the solution of the rate 
equations for (I + I l REM PI is also analyzed. 

THEORY 

In this section we briefly describe the essential steps m 
the analysis of the (I + I) REM PI, and refer the reader to 
Refs. 24-26 for deails. The ( I + I ) REMPI is viewed as a 
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one-photon excttation to a resonant intermediate state (the 
A 'I • state) from an (initially) unaligned ground state 
(the X 'n state), followed by subsequent one-photon tontza
ttot. out of this aligned intermediate state. The problem 
therefore has two parts: ( i) a bound-bound excttatton dy
namical part and ( ii) a bound-free photoiontzation part. We 
have tn previous papers concerning NO concentrated our 
effort on the latter since the bound-bound dynamtcs can be 
adequately described by a simple perturbative scheme, 
where the population p., of the intermediate state's M , sub
levels are proportional to24

·
20 

( 
10 

p .. a: - M, 
I J, )' 
0 M , 

(I) 

Here J0 and J, denote the total angular momentum quantum 
number for the X 'n and A 'I • states, respectively, and M , 
the corresponding magnetic quantum number. This approx
imation is valid in the low laser intensity regime, where satu
ration and depletion effects can be neglected and in the ab
sence of M, mixing terms (linearly polarized light and 
collision free conditions, etc.) . However, for moderately 
high laser intensities, Eq. ( I ) does not adequately describe 
the population of the intermediate state due to saturation 
effects. In this regime one has to use the density matrix equa
tions. As explained previously by us" and others/ ._30 these 
reduce to a set of rate equations in the high intensity regime 
and under certain dephasing assumptions. The term high 
intensity regime is used rather loosely here, but generally 
refers to a situation where one or more of the excitation, 
ftuorescence, or ionization rates are comparable to or larger 
than the reciprocal of the laser pulse duration ( T, ) . In the 
saturation regime the REMPI process is quite sensitive to 
the laser characteristics and resonance conditions. 

The ground X 'n state of NO belongs to the intermedi
ate coupling case between Hund's cases (a) and (bo) , where
as the upper A 'I+ state belongs strictly to Hund's case 
(b) .... JoIn the intermediate coupling regime, neither N, the 
nuclear rotational quantum number, nor n, the projection of 
the total angular momentum J on the internuclear axts 
(0 = lA +II), is a good quantum number.n .n .ll Each ro
tational level J is split into two components./1 and/1 , whose 
splitting depends on the spin-<Jrbit coupling constant A and 
the rotational constant B. A doubling causes a further split
tins of each of these components, but this is quite small for 
the X 'n state and will be neglected. The A 'I • state is in a 
similar fashion split into two sublevels (F, and F 1 ) . This 
splitting is much smaller (R = 8 X 10 - 'em - 1

) 
10 than in the 

X 'n state and is unresolved in the current experiments. The 
various branches allowed by the one-photon dipole selection 
rule~ = 0, ± I are shown in Fig. I. The notation for label
ing the branches is~.,, 19 where i is the sublevel for the upper 
(A 'I + ) state andj for the lower (X 'n) state. Whenever 
transitions to both/ levels of a given N level in theA state are 
allowed one has a rotationally mixed branch. For a one-pho
ton transition one therefore has rotationally clean P ,, . R 11 • 

P12 , and R 22 branches, and rotationally mixed Q11 + P21 , 

R 11 + -Q21 , Q12 + P12 • and R 12 + Q21 branches as seen in 
Fig. I. The photoionization dynamics therefore involves tn 

the most general case a bound three level system: the initial 

r , r, 
N 

n{ 22\ 

n{ 22 ~ 

21 s 

21{ 
21 s 
20 ~ 

20{ 20 ~ 

Q,, R, 
Qll Rll P,, p22 Q, R, 

FIG. I. The posstble rotational branches ongonatong from the J = 21 S level 
of the X ln state. The /1. 1• branches arc m1.led w1th the correspondtn& Qh 
(X = 1 or 2) branches because of the neghgtble sphtung of the l · levels 
ongmahn& from the same N level of the upper state (A l i· state ). 

state IO) and the two resonant intermediate states !z), and 
[i), which are coupled to the continuum lk) and descnbed 
by the following rate equationsH: 

dpoo 
--=- Wo. (Poo - P .. l - Wo, (Poo - Pul • 

dt 

ddp.. = Wo. ( Poo - p .. ) - I r~. p .. • 
I v . 

dpJJ _ ~ N . 
-- - Wo,<Poo -Pul-.:.., r, Pu • 

dt ·" · 
dp~.. N N 
-- = ( r , . p., + r , . Pu ) . 

dt 

(2a) 

( 2b) 

( 2c ) 

( 2d) 

Here Wo. and W01 are the excitation rates from the ground 
state to the two rotational sublevels 

( 10 
Wu. = K o.S( J 0 , J, ) _ M , 0 ')' • /(1 ). 

.\1, 
( 3a ) 

( 10 I ')' W0, = K0,S( lo, J, ) _ M , 
0 

I /(/) ' ( 3b ) 
M, 

which are proportional to the laser intensity /(I) . The K o. 

and K 01 factors depend on the ionizatton rates r.~ · and r,' ·. 
as explained previously, 27 and on the laser bandwtdth. In the 
following the K 0, and K 01 factors are assumed to be tdenttcal 
and their values taken from Ref. 31 . S(/0 , J, ) and S ( 10 • J, l 
are the rotational line strengths as calculated ongtnally by 
Earls. 12 The ionization widths r~ · and r ,' · are defined as'' 

u-" · (M, )/(1) 
r~ · = ------

""' 
( 4a ) 
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(4b) 

The rate equations (2) are valid in the low to the medium 
hogh intensity regime. The long lifetime of the A state (- 200 
ns) permits us to ignore the spontaneous emission rates r. 
and r, of the intermediate states (see Fig. 2). The two rota· 
tional sublevels of the intermediate states li ) and V> are as
sumed to be incoherently excited. This assumption is justi· 
lied because of strong dephasing due to laser bandwidth 
effects, shot-to-shot ftuctuations. etc. For the excitation of a 
rotationally clean branch, Eqs. (2) reduce to a set of three 
rate equations that can be solved in closed form, but the four
level mixed-branch system must be solved numerically. 
Since different laser temporal profiles have previously been 
shown to have a minor effect (5%-10%) on the final re· 
sults,1uo the shape of the laser pulse is assumed uniform. As 
seen by inspection, the rate equations of Eq. ( 2) do indeed 
yield the result of Eq. (I) in the low intensity regime. 

The ioniz.ation cross section u involves the sums of 
squares of the matrix element rt ", 

~,. = ,~,<'~'•u · (r)Y, .. di"') lrY,,.(i·') l<t>.,, (r)Y1,,o<i'' )) , (5) 

between the bound li) and the final lk ) state." The clec· 
tronic continuum wave function of the final state is calculat
ed in the Hanree- Fock fixed-nuclei-frozen-core approxima
tion using the variational Schwinger methodH and includes 
the effects of the nonspherical, nonlocal nature of the molec
ular ion potential. The bound electronic wave function is 
calculated at the Hanree- Fock SCF level using a Gaussian 
basis setY 

Finally, the M,-resolved photoelectron distribution 
P~(8) is given by 

dP~(8) .w , 
--- = r . <8> p .. u> . <6> 

dt 

P~(8) can funhermore be expanded on terms of Legendre 
polynomials PL (cos 8): 

J b 

FIG. 2 .. Scbemauc pteture of (I + I l REM PI VlO of obe A ' I • state vta a 
m1xed rotallon&l braftCb. The di6erent constants an explained 1n the text. 

P~(8) = L /3';:(i)PL (cos 8) . (7 ) 

L • 0 . 2. 

In the high intensity limit, the upper limit on the summation 
is determined by the smaller of 2(1, + I) or 2 ·1m,. , where 
lm .. is 1he maxomum pantal wave retained in the expansion 
of the photoelectron conttnuum orbital. The resultong pho
toelectron angular distnbution is the sum over all the M, 
sublevels and branches (i) and integrated over the pulse du-
ration r, , 

P(8) = ) Pdcos 8) 2: 2:P':Ul L'' dtp,':(tl . (8 ) 
1:"' , M J 0 

Saturation effects in P(8) in Eq. (8) appear through the 
intensity dependence of p';:. The rotational branching ratios 
and the photoelectron angular distributions are obtained by 
the calculation of P( 8) for the different final rotational lev
els (N ... ) . 

RESULTS 

The recent experimental results by Viswanathan er al.' 
illustrate the branching ratios for (I + I) REM PI of NO via 
a R ( 21.5) branch of the A 1l: "" state. As in their previous 
experiment• they observed only the even l1N 
(t:JV==.N ... - N,) terms, with the l1N = 0 signal as the do
minating feature. The general selection rule for single pho
ton ioniz.ation out of a l: state leaving the ion in a l: state," is 

(9) 

where I is the panial wave of the photoelectron. Since the 
bound state is a 3su Rydberg state, '·H the I= I wave is pre
dicted to be dominant in an atomic-like model, and hence 
l1N is even. The previously reponed calculated branching 
ratios were for the isolated (although in reality mixed) 
R 11 (21.5) or R 11 (21.5) branches. These branches lead to 
Identical rotational branching ratios in the penurbative lim
it.11 We have confirmed that the branching ratios are also 
essentially the same as those for the clean R 21 and R 1 , 

branches, since the branching ratios change very little with 
N for such high values of J . The l1N = 0 signal indeed is the 
strongest, with a weak l1N = ± I signal probably buried 
under the detection threshold. There are, however, as shown 
in Fig. I, four possible R(21.5) branches: the two clean R 
branches, R 11 and R 11 , and the two mixed branches, R 11 

+ Q,. and R 12 + Q11 • The resonant wavelengths for these 
four branches are respectively, 2255.03, 2247 88, 2252.49, 
and 2259.67 A. 19

·
10 The photoelectron konetic energies for a 

l1N = 0 transition via ( I + I ) REM PI are all around I. 70 
eV. As the actual wavelength used in the experiments of 
Refs. 6 and 7 was not quoted, the closeness of photoelectron 
kinetic energies makes it difficult to identify the specific 
R ( 21.5) branch accessed in the experiment. Funhermore, 
there seems to be a slight difference between the l1N = 0 
kinetic energy positions in the two published photoelectron 
spectra,~ 7 that may be caused by small changes in the surface 
potential in the electron spectrometer. In the following we 
will describe the calculation of the branching ratios via the 
four possible branches both in the penurbative limit and 
later in the high intensity limit. 

The electronic wave function of the bound state is calcu-
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lated with an extensi•e Gaussian basis set used in previous 
studies of higher members of the 21 Rydberg senes,1u 1 

ytelding a total electronic energy of -129.076 58 a.u. for a 
bond length of 1.062 A. the equilibrium internuclear dis
tance of the A 2~ • state.•• The single-center expansion of 
the 6a orbital about the center of mass shows 94.0% s char
acter, 0.3%p character, 5.4% d character, 0. 1 %/character, 
and 0.2% g character in agreement wtth our previous re
sults2' and the results of Kaufmann et al.14 For a kinetic 
energy of 1.67 eV, corresponding to the t:.N = 0 stgnal of the 
observed R ( 21.5) band, the relative magnitudes of the 
11:, "12 ofEq. ( 5) areO.Q38, 0.091 , 0.048, 0. 119, and 0.005 for 
I= 0,4 in the ku channel, and 0.299, 0.014, 0.173, and 0.007 
for I = 1,4 in the krr channel. As expected the ionization out 
of the primarily gerade (even I) bound ooorbital gives rise to 
a primarily ungerade character of the continuum, and it is 
seen that the rr channel contributes the major part (0.804 
Mb ) of the total cross section ( 1.158Mb). These cross sec
tions are in agreement with our previous results!' and the 
experimental results of Rottke and Zacharias. 21 

In Fig. 3, we compare the experimental and the calculat· 
ed branching ratios for parallel and perpendicular (relative 
to the polarization of the radiation) detection for the three 
different branches. The R 22 (/) and R 21 (/) branches have 

UP •l ~) •l 

1 ,.t I J .,,,, .. , 
II 

-~) 1\ 
I - -

.,~, ... , 1 J~ ~ I 
'· I• 
I 

I ; I 

' -. -

1 ~ ! I 
' AII•Q, 1(11 S) 'I 

~ 1\A ,I ! 
.• ' -

1 ,\ 
I I 

l 
lau•On(11 ' I 'I ' I I I' I ·: 

II ' . 
- -

FIG 3 Companson of the upcnmenuol ( left ) and the cak:ulated (n&htl 
rououonal branchona ratooo for the three pouoblc branches: (a) R,. or R u : 
Cbl R, + Q,.: ond (c) R, , + Qu for the haht polanzatiOII parollel 
( 8 = CT) and pcrpmc:bcular (8 - 90') to the dorectoon ofdelectiOII ( pcnur· 
bauvelimit) . 

TABLE I Rotallonol branchons ratoos for the loser hsht polonud parollel 
( 8 = O'l and pcrpcndoculor ( 8 = 90') to the detectoon dorecllon ( pcrturba· 
uve hmtt) The branchang rallos arc normalized 10 the 4N = 0 s1gnal 

Parallel detectoon (0 = 0' ) 

(j,JV R, ( 21 5) R,, ( 21 5! R, +Q,. C2Ul R,. + Q, C2U ) 

- 2 0 292 0 292 0 142 0050 
- I 0 .041 0041 0 020 0 007 

0 I 000 I 000 1.000 I 000 
+ I 0042 0042 0021 0.008 
+2 0.301 0.301 0 156 0061 

Perpcndocular detectoon (8 = 90') 
(j,N R,C2Ul R,.C2Ul R, + Q, ( 21 5) R,. + Q, (21 5 ) 

-2 1.916 1.916 1.388 0.881 
- I 0. 125 0 125 0. 123 0 120 

0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
+ I 0. 125 0.125 0. 129 0 132 
+2 2.02S 2.02S U20 0.998 

identical normalized branching ratios in the perturbative 
limit, since the only difference is the rotational line strength 
S(/0 , J, ), which for clean branches is an overall factor. The 
rotational line strengths aren R 11 (21.5) = 4.212, 
R,2 (21.5) = 1.166, R21 (21.5) = 1.373, R 22 (21.S) 
= 4.005, Q21 (21.S) = 2.596, and Q22 (21.S) = 8.398. The 

mixed R 12 + Q22 and R 11 + Q2 , branches have been 
weighted appropriately with these factors, and the resulting 
branching ratios convoluted with a Lorentzian detection 
function with a FWHM of 6 me V. They are shown on the 
same absolute energy scale as the experimental results."·' 
The normalized branching ratios for both directions of de
tection (normalized to the t:.N = 0 signal in each branch) 
are given in Table I. The calculated relative intensities for the 
t:.N = 0 signals for the four branches are R 12 + Q22 

= 1.000, R 11 + Q21 = 0.5006, R 22 = 0.1989, and R2 , 

= 0.0682. Comparison to the experimental results suggests 
that the most likely candidate among these branches is the 
mixed R,2 +Q22 (2l.S) branch. It is also seen, that the 
t:.N = ± I signals. although present, are embedded in the 
strong t:.N = 0 signal, and therefore not experimentally ob· 
servable. 

Agreement between the experimental and the calculat· 
ed branching ratios is less satisfactory for perpendicular de· 
tection than for parallel detection. The experimentally ob
served strong t:.N = 0 signal is only partly reproduced in the 
calculated branching ratios, with the best agreement once 
again for the mixed R 12 + Q22 ( 21 .5) branch. This discrep
ancy could in pan be caused by the finite width of the detec· 
tor in combination with the forward peaked (around 8 = 0") 

angular distribution for the t:.N = 0 peak. (See Fig. 6) . 
A veragmg the signal over a finite detector acceptance angle 
for a realistic width of 3• did not improve the agreement. The 
perpendicular signal is calculated to be about 50 times 

weaker than the parallel signal. Even a small experimental 
misalignment or less than 100% linearly polarized light 
could lead to a "contamination" of the perpendicular s1gnal 
by the parallel signal. With this large difference in the signal 
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of the perpendicular signal by the parallel signalts sufficient 
to cause the measured "perpendicular" signal to have a sub
stantially stronger 6.N = 0 peak, as experimentally ob
served.' We will, however, in the following assume the sys
tem to be aligned and the light source to be 100% linearly 
polarized. Another possible reason for this discrepancy 
between theory and experiment could be high intensity ef
fects, arising from the higher laser intensity necessary to 
achieve a detectable signal in the perpendicular case. 

To estimate the effects of saturation, we have calculated 
relative branching ratios at various laser intensities by di
rectly solving the rate equations {2) . The Ko. and KOJ are 
assumed equal, and their values are taken from Ref. 31 . The 
rate equations are integrated nummerically under the as
sumption of a constant laser bandwidth and detection func
tion ( FWHM = 6 me V) . The resulting branching ratios, as 
a function of intensity, are shown in Fig. 4 for parallel detec
tion and in Fig. S for the perpendicular detection. It is seen 
that the branching ratios for the R 22 and the R 2 , branches, 
which were identical in the penurbative limit, do change 
with higher laser intensities, and that the 6.N = 0 peak for 
the mixed branches becomes less dominant at higher intensi
ties. The perpendicular signal shows the same trend which is 
opposite to that seen experimentally. The differences are 
hence probably due to effects not incorporated in the present 
study. 
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FIG. 5. Same as Fig. 4, but for detection perpendicular to the light polanza
uon d1rect1on. 

For higher laser intensities saturation effects will give 
rise to higher P values {higher than the penurbative limit of 
fJ •). 20 The magnitude of the higher fJ values depend on the 
relative saturation rates for the different M, channels. The 
photoionization cross sections are nearly constant for the 
different M, sublevels, as found experimentally by Jacobs et 
aU' and theoretically by us. 21 Therefore, the terms beyond 
P • will have finite values for higher field intensities although 
their magnitudes are expected to be small. In fact, our calcu
lations indicate that the only higher fJ value of significance is 
theP0 value, and it never becomes larger than S% oftheP 0 

value. The photoelectron angular distributions for the differ
ent rotational branches ( 6.N = 0, ± I, ± 2) ionized via the 
R ,2 + Q22{21.S) branch are plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of 
intensity. It is seen that the photoelectron angular distribu
tion for the 6.N = 0 signal in the penurbative (low intensi
ty) limit are strongly peaked around (J = (f and that the 
distributions for the different 6.N signals become similar for 
higher intensities . 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have discussed rotational branching ratios resulting 
from the {I + I) REMPI of NO via theO-Otransition of the 
A-X band ( y band) for the four possible branches that can 
be assigned as R{21.S) . The calculations were done in the 
frozen-core approximation at the Hanree-Fock level. The 
four different branches, of which three are distinctly differ
ent in the penurbative limit, have rather different branching 
ratios. The mixed R 12 + Q22 { 21.5) branch, which is most 
intense and has the lowest transition energy, seems to give 
the best agreement with the experimental branching ratios 
for parallel detection. For perpendicular detection the agree
ment is less sati~factory. Neither the effect of finite-accep
tance angle of the photoelectron detector nor high intensities 
can explain the discrepancy. 
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